
Gabriela92  Birthday dance........and so much more 
Gabriela92: sits up on the bar, tying my unbuttoned blouse into a knot under the bottom 

edge of my bra. 

Phedre: *smiles and hops down helping Gabriela off the bar*  

Gabriela92: climbs to my feet and sways to the song, moving my pelvis in slow horizontal 

figure 8's. 

Gabriela92: one hand flat on each hemisphere of my backside, pressing in on them. 

Phedre: *groanswatching gabriela move* 

Gabriela92: bumps my hips twice left, twice right, keeping the beat.... 

Gabriela92: then a four-count slow hip circle, with a snap at the end before reversing the 

direction and repeating the pattern. 

D r a z: smiles watching those seductive hips  

Phedre: *lets Gabriela enjoy her after shot dance.  

Gabriela92: strides down the bar top to one end, then back, stepping over the drinks and 

hands there. 

D r a z: smiles looking up those tanned legs ..as gabri strides down the bar  

tigerzjill: staring at the beautiful birthday girl  

Gabriela92: slowly turns to the smoky beat, shuffling my feet... 

mylstoknowhere: ya havent seen anything yet sloan ...grinssss 

Sasha_J79: It's all the one-handed typing that goes on in here...lol 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down my torso, slowly, several times... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmm that torso watchin her hands glide  

bleedingheart26: kindness* 

Gabriela92: snaps my head left and right as the beat picks up... 

Gabriela92: then swings it in a full circle, my hair flipping... 

D r a z: watches gbari as the hands travel over  body ,,,,,,,,,,as shes swings her body 

round  

Gabriela92: bends one knee slightly, bouncing it as I tap my toe to the beat.... 

Gabriela92: rolls my bare torso slowly around above my hips.... 

Gabriela92: leans forward, letting my upper body go parallel to the floor... 

! 

D r a z: smiles looking at the fit  gabri as she bends  

mylstoknowhere: looks at Gabi from the front as leans forward ...grinssssss 

Gabriela92: looks directly at Myls and reaches for the top edges of my bra cups, tugging 

them just slightly down as my tongue makes a slow circuit of my lips... 

mylstoknowhere: grins a sideways grin at the dancer 

D r a z: smiles at gabri as she gets ,.............all shook up 

Sasha_J79: *tries not to stare TOO much at the tongue* 

Gabriela92: shimmies my shoulders just a little... 

Gabriela92: all shook up... 

D r a z: smiles as the shaking ........jiggles in her hands  

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh what a view as she shimmies 

Gabriela92: stands back up, reaching down to grab the hem of my black leather mini, 

sliding it forward and back around the outsides of my thighs... 



D r a z: smiles seeing the more thighs exposed  

Gabriela92: starts to raise the hem, ever-so-slightly, with each slide... 

D r a z: bless my soul ............so shook up 

zoelost58: rests my chin in my hands and stares at gabriela 

Gabriela92: soon the bottom of the fabric on the front of my royal blue thong is just 

barely visible... 

Bad choice_1: *smiles* watching gabi tug at her skirt mmmmmmmm 

Sasha_J79: my goodness *fans myself* 

Gabriela92: slowly turning.... in the back the slight crease between my legs and buttocks 

come into view... 

D r a z: grins to see  the butt cheeks  under the leather  skirt  

D r a z: smiles singing along ......take it off and takeme down 

TimeTraveller_1: thinks "what a view"  

Gabriela92: continues to turn, making little locomotive motions with my hands, raising 

the hem further.... 

D r a z: smiles watching the shunting tooand fro  of gabri's hands  

tigerzjill: staring at Gabriela not really knowing if i am still breathing or 

not....mesmerized by her dance  

Gabriela92: halfway up my buns in the back now, almost the full triangle of fabric visible 

in the front.... 

D r a z: winks at jill ........ smiles oh you are very much alive  

tigerzjill: grins and winks at Draz  

Gabriela92: suddenly pulls the hem completely up, baring my buns all the way to the top 

of the thong.. 

D r a z: watches the thong become more visible ..........rock us gabri ......rock us al l night 

long 

TimeTraveller_1: breathes again  

D r a z:  smiles seeing the hot buns    and thetiny thong  

mylstoknowhere: ooooh my the triangle ...grrrrrrrrrr 

Gabriela92: then drops it, covering myself momentarily as I set my feet wide apart on the 

bar.... I reach for the back of the skirt to lower the zipper... 

D r a z: smiles as we watchh the zipper inch down  

Gabriela92: bumps my hips dramatically left and right... the loose skirt stretched 

between my thighs... 

TimeTraveller_1: listens intently  

Gabriela92: moves my feet closer and closer together, letting the skirt fall slowly down 

my legs.... 

D r a z: smiles seeing the tight skirt slip to the  floor and the long tanned legs  

Gabriela92: when it reaches my knees, I move my feet close together, letting it drop to 

my ankles... 

mylstoknowhere: smilessss as it drops 

TimeTraveller_1: "nice slim athletic legs"  

Gabriela92: I step one foot out of the leather circle, hooking it with the toe of the other 

foot and flipping it into TT's lap... 



TimeTraveller_1: oh my.a gift  

Gabriela92: drops to my knees on the bar top, walking on them slowly down the length of 

it... 

Gabriela92: fumbling with the knot tied in the front of my blouse.... 

TimeTraveller_1: draz you have such a fine establishment  

Gabriela92: leaves it hanging open from neck to thigh... 

zoelost58: offers to slip a $20 into Gabriela's th0ng as she passes by 

D r a z: we sure do  

Gabriela92: stops in front of Zoe and thrusts my hip in her direction to accept the 

generous tip... 

D r a z: smiles looking at gabris knot   

Gabriela92: reaches back to grasp my ankles and leans backwards until my hair brushes 

the bar top... 

zoelost58: slips the bill (with my phone number on it)into the band of her thing 

Gabriela92: swaying my head side to side, brooming off the surface.... 

D r a z: looksatgabri  ,,,,,,,,sexy little thing   ,,,,,,,,mmmm 

Gabriela92: leans further back, almost touching my hair to the bar... 

Gabriela92: throws open the blouse and shaking my chest at the ceiling.... 

Gabriela92: letting the blouse fall off my shoulders and gather at my elbows... 

D r a z: smilesloking allalong thosethightsto gabri'sshaking mounds 

Gabriela92: rocks my pelvis, thrusting the front of my thong energetically upward... 

D r a z: such a sexy little thing 

Gabriela92: leans upright, letting the blouse slide the rest of the way down my forearms 

and off my wrists into a heap behind me... 

mylstoknowhere: wow !!!!! sooo yummy 

surfking_24: watches the birthday girl be all awesome as usual 

Gabriela92: gets up on one foot, then the other, standing to strut provocatively down the 

length of the bar, clad only in my heels and matching blue thong and bra.... 

D r a z: smiles as i look at the lithe body   .......such a sensual woman 

Gabriela92: slides my open hands down the back of my buns...down the back of my 

thighs.... 

tigerzjill: damn such a tight body  

Gabriela92: around my knees from the back to the front... 

Gabriela92: then to the inside.... 

mylstoknowhere: what a strut and in heels no less ....grrrrrowls 

D r a z: smiles watching the pressur emark sleft by  the laconic fingers 

Gabriela92: drags my fingertips slowly up the inside of my thighs, letting my feet slide 

further apart on the bar to wide my legs as my hand draw closer... 

D r a z: mmmm so enticing  

Gabriela92: my two thumbnails slip under the fabric of the thong's leg openings, 

dragging along the junction of my legs and torso... 

Gabriela92: at the hips, they stretch the fabric out a few inches from my legs before 

releasing it to snap back into me... 

Gabriela92: runs my flattened hands up my tummy... 



Gabriela92: then back down... 

D r a z: shes on fire      ,,, can't help look at the progress  of the hand 

Gabriela92: thumbs on the waistband... 

D r a z:  puts out  bottles of water ..........opens my neck tie and top button  

mylstoknowhere: thx Draz 

Gabriela92: pushing the front of the thong down as far as I dare, holding it there as my 

hips undulate side to side... moving my feral stare from one customer to the next.... 

D r a z:  grin   watching the waist band   as it slowsly slips down  

mylstoknowhere: looks at jill ...thinks she needs cooling off ....heh heh heh 

Gabriela92: grinds the hips around quickly several times.... 

mylstoknowhere: winks as her eyes meet mine 

tigerzjill: blushingggggg yes it is bery hot in here!  

D r a z: my eyessparkling as  they meet  thefirey eyes as she grinds  to the beat 

Sasha_J79: sure is! 

Gabriela92: slides my hands up the front of my body, over my tummy, ribs, and 

breasts...up my neck, digging my fingers into my hair and lifting of off my shoulders into 

a messy heap on top of my head.... 

Gabriela92: bumps and grinds my hips several times, then pumps my pelvis forward with 

several energetic thrusts.... 

D r a z: smileswatching gabri asthe  wildness takes herover  ,,,,   grining at  thefirein 

hersoul  anddown below  

tigerzjill: knows how she feels surrendering to the heat of the moment  

Gabriela92: turns my back to the crowd and looks back over my shoulder with a sultry 

pout, tightening up one butt cheek, then relaxing it as I tighten up the other, flexing 

them back and forth.... 

D r a z:  smiles  at  theprovocativeshow of her tight buns  ,,,,  

mylstoknowhere: grins at the butt cheeks 

Sasha_J79: *runs ice cubes over my forehead* whew! 

mylstoknowhere: winks to jill .. surrendering 

Gabriela92: lets my hair fall out of my hands and gives my head a quick snap to toss the 

hair back over my shoulders..... 

Gabriela92: faces the crowd again... 

Gabriela92: pushes one bra strap down off a shoulder.... 

Gabriela92: then the other... 

mylstoknowhere: watchin intently ! 

D r a z: smilesseeing theswell of breas t as gabri slips off a strap 

Gabriela92: holding the cups in place with my fingers, a fleshy mass in each hand... 

Gabriela92: lays one arm across my chest... 

D r a z: smilesseeing theholding of  the flesh  ................hotter  than helll  

Gabriela92: lets the cups fall down, my forearm maintaining a little modesty and keeping 

to the rules... 

tigerzjill: silently wondering if Gabriela can use a hand or two.....tingles at the thought  

D r a z: smiles   as the bra slips revealing the top swell of breast  

mylstoknowhere: grins at the site .....wowzers!!! 



Gabriela92: drags off the covering arm as I use the other arm to strategically replace it, 

repeating the near-reveal over and over to the beat of the song.... 

Gabriela92: tossing my head and hair wildly to the music.... 

mylstoknowhere: wow what a tease ...smilesssss 

D r a z: smiles catching a peak of nipple  

Gabriela92: turns my back to everyone and raises both my arms over my head, clapping 

to the beat, showing my bare back.... 

Gabriela92: covers over again, and spins quickly several times. 

Gabriela92: pushes up the bra straps into place again, turning to face everyone.... 

mylstoknowhere: lookin u in the eyes smiling 

Gabriela92: puts one hand over the crotch of my thong... 

D r a z: smiles watching as gabri  covers and spinsto the beat  

tigerzjill: standing up clapping for Gabriela's amazing birthday dance  

Gabriela92: uses the other hand to push the back of the thong to the bottom of my buns 

momentarily, then returns it to place... 

Sasha_J79: nite nite, surf 

D r a z: watches the thong snaping into place  and the writhing gabri  

Gabriela92: bends down and reaches into the bar well, retrieving the aerosol can of 

whipped cream Draz uses for some of the foo-foo drinks.... 

Sasha_J79: :O 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss 

trisha_29: weaves my way through the bar in search of a place to sit 

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles  

Gabriela92: squirts a single line of the sweet, cream, foamy substance along the top edge 

of the bra cups.... 

trisha_29: laughs and backs my ass right into max's lap 

D r a z: can  almost taste  the whipped cream 

Gabriela92: kneels down on the bar... 

Maxillary_Nerve: pulls her in and relaxes  

trisha_29: smiles and gets comfy 

Gabriela92: crawls over in front of Myls... one line for you, one line for Max, if you guys 

want... 

mylstoknowhere: if i want? 

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles and sips his drink, sorry gabi im being sat on!  

D r a z: winks at  gabri   

Gabriela92: kk, Max... just making sure the customers get an opportunity! 

Gabriela92: I guess you get both lines, Myls... 

trisha_29: oh i can slide to the side! 

Gabriela92: leans forward to Myls' mouth.... 

Gabriela92: clean it off before it stains my bra, Myls.... 

mylstoknowhere: stands up to meet the line lookin Gabi in the eyes ..... opens lips slightly 

lets tongue slide slowly along the edge lapping up the whipped cream  

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmmmbreathes in her scent as the whipped cream disappears 



Gabriela92: closes my eyes as I feel the tongue move along the junction of skin and 

fabric... mmmmmm..... 

D r a z: smies watching  gabrils eyes  

Gabriela92: as Myls finishes, I squirt another line along the top edge of the panties... 

D r a z: smiles as i watch  the line close to heaven  

mylstoknowhere: licks my lips and winks a ty to the lovely dancer 

Gabriela92: Hey, Trisha... since it's easier for you to get up than Max... <winks> 

Gabriela92: winks back at Myls... you're welcome. 

D r a z:  winks at   gabri   

trisha_29: grins and crooks my finger at gabi 

Maxillary_Nerve: rut roh  

Gabriela92: sways my way over to where Trisha is sitting on Max's lap... 

Gabriela92: gyrating my hips and the tempting whipped cream treat all the way... 

Maxillary_Nerve: watches  

Gabriela92: stands in front of her, laying both forearms on top of my head and swinging 

my hips left and right.... 

D r a z: smiles watching  gabri as she sensually moves close to trisha  

Gabriela92: takes a little dab of the whipped cream and touches it to the tip of Trisha's 

nose... 

trisha_29: looks up at gabi...darting the tip of my tongue out to slither along my 

lips...reaching my hands to grasp ahold of her swirling hips...leaning in...snaking my 

tongue out along the line of whipped cream...licking it up slowly..the tip of my tongue 

dancing slowly along her sweet skin...ending with a soft suck and pop of my 

lips....swalling down all of the whipped cream as i lean back against max 

D r a z: smiles as  trisha swallows  the cream  .........  

Gabriela92: mmmmm, loves the feel of a tongue on my skin... 

Maxillary_Nerve: groannnnnss as he watches and she sits back....ffs.... *gulps his drink*  

trisha_29: laughs...flicks my tongue to the corner of max's lips to give him just a tiny 

taste of the sweetness 

Gabriela92: looks at Max and squirts a large dab of the whipped cream on the front of the 

thong... do you like whipped cream? 

Maxillary_Nerve: *savors the sweet taste and grins*  

Gabriela92: climbs up and kneels on the armrests of the chair where Max and Trisha are 

sitting.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: chuckles.... look trish seconds!  

Gabriela92: uh uh, Max... this is YOUR helping! 

trisha_29: leans a bit so max can move in to get the whipped cream 

Maxillary_Nerve: hm well then.  

Gabriela92: rocks my hips forward toward Max's mouth... 

D r a z:  smiles getting the back view of the tight buns swaying  in and out  

Maxillary_Nerve: *leans in and extends his tongue dragging it along the panties slowly 

teasing the dollop off, drawing it slowly into my mouth making sure to catch its entireity*  

trisha_29: grins cuz i have the best view in the house 

Sasha_J79: you sure do! lol 



Gabriela92: bites my lower lip as I feel the pressure of Max's mouth and tongue on the 

thin fabric, now nearly transparent with the moisture of the whipped cream and saliva... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *grins as he leans back glancing to trish and pressing a kiss to her lips 

playfully, sharing the sweetness before he swallows it*  

Maxillary_Nerve: smirks.... thank you gabi, delightful.  

trisha_29: mmmmm...kisses max tasting the sweetness 

Gabriela92: yw, Max.... heads back to the bar... climbs up... lays down on my back.... 

Gabriela92: squirts a line of whipped cream along the edge of the leg openings... 

Gabriela92: whaddya say, Draz? This won't ruin your diet, will it? 

D r a z:  smiles as i see gabri layed out   on the bar 

D r a z: smiles and climbs upon the bar and looks down at gabri ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.oh it may well 

do  ,.,.,.but the heck with it 

Gabriela92: leans back and holds the back of my head in my hands, arms bent. 

D r a z:    slides down on to hands and knees and slides up between the thighs ..licking 

the inside of her thighs  ..........slowly  looking up at gabris eyes  

  

D r a z:  strong hands holding  the thighs as my long tongue slides higher    to the cream 

Gabriela92: gasps as I feel the tongue moving smoothly up the tender, sensitive skin 

where my legs meet my torso... 

trisha_29: twirls my twizzler in my fingers before taking a bit off the end watching the 

bar 

D r a z:  sucking the inner thighs  and flicking my tongue tip as i go 

  D r a z:   looking up at gabri  as my tongue slides along the creamn ..curling as i suck  it 

in my eager lips  

Gabriela92: reaches down and slides my hands under my bottom, lifting my buns up off 

the bar and arching my back... 

Maxillary_Nerve: sipping his drink watching also  

Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis to the beat... 

D r a z:  lifting the edge of the thong to suck  the cream thats  creeped underr  ,, my 

hands holding the tigh tbuns as my tongue flicks allong the edge  

Centuritime: holy cow 

Gabriela92: squirts another dollop of whipped cream on the narrowest part of the front 

panel... 

Phedre: *stretches languidly my eyes half lidded as I watch Gabriela's lovely dance.  

 

D r a z:    sucking hard as my hands hold the firm cheeks   and squeezes as I suck andlick 

every last bit of cream up ,..before sliding up over gabri .........hovering over her 

,.bennding my head down to slip my tiongue in her mouth ,.sharing some of the cream  

Gabriela92: takes the offered cream from Draz... 

D r a z:  slides back down to see the cream on the narrow part  ..grins up at gabri as i use 

just the tip of my tongue to flick the cream in my mouth  

lettuce_and_carrots: the rooms a nice size 

Gabriela92: squirms at the delicacy of the process... thinking how only a millimeter of 

cloth is between that tongue and... 



Gabriela92: uh huh.... 

D r a z:  smiles my lips smeared with cream  ............ as i  grab some of gabris hair in my 

hands  and kisses her hard on the mouth    ....... as i hold her tight to me .......... happy 

birthday gabri ,,,,,,mmmmmmmm  thanks for the dance and now this ......... 

Gabriela92: kisses Draz deeply, tasting whipped cream and more.... 

D r a z: smiles  on the kiss as the flavors mingle 

 
 
bleedingheart26 and Phedre 
 

bleedingheart26: think AMF is workng n my system now drazz.. giggles 

bleedingheart26: waving my body to the beat... 

Phedre: *laughs softly*  

bleedingheart26: raising my hands together.. walks to the dance floor swaying..  

hdroadking296: watches BH  

Phedre: *smiles watchin heart move to the beat* 

bleedingheart26: looks back at phed.. closes my eyes.. and I let my body get lost in the 

music.  

bleedingheart26: gulps the last drop of AMF and puts the glass in the corner's tble 

Phedre: *rests my chin in my hand my eyes lingering on heart as she sways slowly to the 

beat*  

bleedingheart26: crooks my fngers toward phed.. speechlessly pleading her to come near 

me..  

D r a z: smiles watching the girls    

Phedre: *slowly uncurls from my chair walking towards heart my sage green eyes 

sparkling8  

hdroadking296: getting hot in here  

Phedre: *steps close to heart my hands resting on her wiggling hips*  

bleedingheart26: mmmm.. grins... turns around.. and set of tender hands gently brush 

my lower back.. 

bleedingheart26: sweet music guiding our movements.. 

Phedre: *slets closer ny right hand sliding around Heart's waist resting over her belly 

from behind*  

Phedre: *giggles as my fingers find their home keys again*  

bleedingheart26:  pressing your chest against my back, soft hands gliding up and down 

my belly... my soft moan is lost in the sound.. smiles 

bleedingheart26: soft hands gliding up and down my thighs catching my skirt.. 

Phedre: *smiles my face burried in heart's hair my lfet hand gliding up her side and 

gently taking her hand in mine.*  

hdroadking296: hi lia hugs  

bleedingheart26:  I feel phed's chest against my back pulling me into her. her body 

moving much slower than the music, slowing me down to her as her hands slid across my 

tummy.. giggles 



Phedre: *teases my fingertips around her belly in a soft slow rythym of the music feeling 

the new beat pulse through me my eyes slding closed letting the sounds glimmer along 

my senses moving me. *  

bleedingheart26: wanted to hug lia.. but sweetly trapped in phed's arms.. 

bleedingheart26: delicate fingers teasing me as I gasp..  

Phedre: *grins wickedly and gently slides under hearts ourstreched left arm facing her 

my right hand resting on her hip as I look into her eyes*  

bleedingheart26: facing phed.. looks at her shyly.. bites my lip and grins 

Phedre: *smiles and closes my eyes my right hand tucking into her lower back my hips 

rocking from side to side with the pulsing beat*  

bleedingheart26: Our bodies moving slowly against each other,  hearts racing as our 

hands explore the warmth of the touch.. 

Phedre: Purrs and rests my head against hearts chest my fingertips sliding free of her left 

hand and gliding along her forearm to come to rest at her waist drawing her tight against 

me.*  

bleedingheart26: I tensed and shivered against your nearness. We both stood there in 

the middle of the dance floor, dancing the not so dance movements.. smiles 

Phedre: * grins my wamr cheek pressed against cool flesh of her chest hearing the 

pounding of her heart trip against the bell of my ear*  

bleedingheart26:  I carefully slipped my hands around her back.. slowly trailing it down 

to her spine.. and to her sides.. finally settling wandering in her sides.. 

Phedre: *giggles*  

Phedre: *trembles against heart my eyes sliding open as the sensations glide up and 

down my body to her touch leaning back softly looking into her eye's working up to a 

slow spin to the beat*  

bleedingheart26:  Our movements slow and slightly weakened.. pulls my left hand out.. 

taking your other hand in mine.. and kiss it softly.. smiles 

Phedre: *grins watching heart tease a kiss over my knuckles my hips angles to hers as I 

spin slowly around to the swirling tune*  

bleedingheart26: extends my arms to spin her slowly once more... and pull her to me.. 

giggles 

Phedre: *collides with heart my hands gliding around her waist again drawing her closer 

my lips brushing softly around her ear.*  

  

Phedre: *glides out and back drawing hearts arm around my waist and wiggling my hiney 

into her hips* 

bleedingheart26:  "I took that opportunity to slightly grab your hips.. mmm... Hidden by 

your long hair and the dim light, i gently press myself tighter.." 

bleedingheart26: takes your hand.. and turn you around to face me.. 

bleedingheart26: caught off balance.. i had to hug you tighter.. giggles.. 

bleedingheart26: pull your face closer and kiss you lightly and quickly.. 

Phedre: *grins and spins out an back again.. our bodies gliding and grinding together in 

just the right places. my hands in random locations along her back and slides gliding*  



bleedingheart26: grins... Not wanting this to end.. but i think i got too dizzy with the AMF 

and spinning..  I lean my head back to her ear and whisper gently.. "Care for a drink my 

sweet lady?" smiles 

Phedre: Laughs softly and whispers sure.  

D r a z: smiles ..........great dancing  ,........ bravo 

bleedingheart26: thank you for the dance phed... smiles..  

Phedre: mmm you're welcome Heart... *grins* it was our pleasure I hope.. 

 

bleedingheart26 and websterace3 
 

bleedingheart26: you wanted to dance right?? winks..  

websterace3: Takes Hearts hand and leads her to the dance floor 

bleedingheart26: takes webs hands and let him lead me to the dance floor.. 

websterace3: Spins Heart around  

websterace3: Then pulls her in close 

websterace3: Sways around the dance floor 

bleedingheart26: giggles* i dont think im drunk enough to dance.. but here i am giggling 

while webs spins me around.. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's impossible to dance sober, Heart. 

websterace3: Leads Heart around the floor  

websterace3: Swaying side to side 

bleedingheart26: My hips were doing a slow sensuous roll to the rhythm of the music. 

side by side..  

websterace3: Goes with the flow 

websterace3: Swings my hips with Hearts mmmmm 

D r a z: whistles along with the tune  

websterace3: Places my hands on her hips 

websterace3: As we sway around 

bleedingheart26: faced webs.. raises my hands.. and wraps my left hand into his neck.. 

and slowly dances.. swaying my hips.. around him..  

websterace3: Let's Heart swing around me 

bleedingheart26: rans my hands to his face.. down to his throat..to his chest.. and pushed 

him.. 

websterace3: Watching her eyes 

websterace3: Moves back and shakes my hips 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Takes a good swig of champagne. 

websterace3: Spins around Heart 

pvclucygirl: savour it ivan lol 

bleedingheart26: turns my back on him.. looks around the room.. looking for someone.. 

and grinds myself.. down and up to the beat... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I do Lucy but every mouthful leaves me wanting more. 

bleedingheart26: pokes my bum a bit closer to webss... shake it a little there..  

websterace3: Watches Heart body go up and down 



websterace3: Thrusts my hips forward weeeee 

websterace3: Goes up and down  

bleedingheart26: and up to turn and face him again... grabs his nectie.. pulling him with 

me as i backed my self swaying.. 

websterace3: Follows her 

websterace3: Shakeing my butt as I go 

websterace3: Places hands on her shoulders 

bleedingheart26: spinning him around with his necktie untill he faces me.. pushed him 

again.. harder npow.. leaving his necktie untied.. throw the necktie.. and slowly walks 

near to him...swaying.. 

websterace3: Smiles at her as she comes closer 

websterace3: Watches her hips sway mmmmm 

bleedingheart26:  I reached forward towards you to place both of my hands on your neck 

and danced together to the rhythm.. 

websterace3: Sways side to side 

websterace3: My hands on your shoulders 

websterace3: Side to side 

bleedingheart26: I looked into your eyes as you pulled me closer to you.  

websterace3: Leans forward and kisses your neck 

websterace3: Swaying slowly 

websterace3: Arms wrap around your waist 

websterace3: Grinds our bodys together 

bleedingheart26: I could feel your hot breath on my neck. It was causing electric bolts of 

arousal to shoot straight down to my spine... and pushed you away again...  

websterace3: Backs away a little 

Phedre: *smiles and watches web and heart*  

websterace3: Swaying my body side to side 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hugss and kisses, Lucy.  Pleasant dreams. 

websterace3: Slowly moves back close to Heart again 

websterace3: Pulls her in close 

websterace3: Press my body against hers 

bleedingheart26: goes forward to you and placed my hands on your slightly sweated 

chest..  

websterace3: Hands squeezes her butt 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Has another swig of champagne.  I'm geting to enjoy this. 

bleedingheart26: We were both perspiring lightly from the dances and I could feel the 

beating of your heart.. 

websterace3: Licks my lip 

websterace3: Heart beating faster 

websterace3: As I feel the heat of your body 

bleedingheart26: Then I slowly traced my fingers of one hand up your spine.. ran through 

your hair.. and gently rubbed your neck.. as we stared into each others eyes.  

websterace3: Body squims as I feel your fingers 

websterace3: Bolts of electric runs though me 



bleedingheart26:  I could hear your breathing, labored breathing that was..,  smiles* 

websterace3: Heating up my blood 

websterace3: Takes a deep breath 

websterace3: Spins us around mmmmmmmm 

websterace3: Enjoying the feel of your body 

bleedingheart26: Spinning me around the room and I could feel your thighs moving 

against mine.... It felt so dangerously naughty that my heart beat faster with 

excitement.. 

websterace3: Moans softly 

websterace3: Yes 

websterace3: So exciting 

websterace3: Heart beating faster 

bleedingheart26: Slowly, ever so slowly, I eased your head forward with my hand until 

the gap between our lips closed... and then kissed your cheeks sweetly.. thank you for 

the dance webss... smiles* 

D r a z:  well danced you two 

Ivan_Skavinsky: They deserve a round of applause. 

websterace3: Kisses your cheek ty hun 

websterace3: Smiles  

Master_joe:    

websterace3: Leads back to the bar 

Phedre: *claps softly for the lovely couple*  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Applauds. 

websterace3: Blushes 

bleedingheart26: ty draz... smiles... wheeww... i think i need some water.. giggles* 

D r a z: Bravo Bravo 

bleedingheart26: winks at phedre...  

bleedingheart26: giggles* 

websterace3: Ty Heart 

websterace3: Walks back to my booth 

websterace3: Knees shakeing 
Phedre: *grins at Heart * 

 

 

bleedingheart26 and scarlett2angel 
scarlett2angel: mmmmmm you can dance with moves like this the men will line up to 

dance  with you 

scarlett2angel: smirks into your eyes grabs your hands with mine rocks on top of you 

mmmmm thats it  

surfking_24: waves back watching the sights 

bleedingheart26: strugglin g to 

bleedingheart26: gawwdness.. bites my ,ower lip.. 



bleedingheart26: hands are trembling.. 

scarlett2angel: moves my hips with the music as my hands push yours over your head 

and kisses your neck as we dance on the recliner  

D r a z:    

bleedingheart26: struggling to raise my head up.. and.. groaning... gasps for air.. 

scarlett2angel: smiles nips on your chin and bottom lip as you move under me letting the 

men take all the pictures they want  

scarlett2angel: the blanket slips onto the floor as our hips move left and right with the 

new beat  

bleedingheart26: finally i got to release my hands from your grip.. giggles.. wrapping 

them in your waist.. 

surfking_24: girls gone wild, LAB edition haha 

scarlett2angel: archs my back smiles an keeps you pinned under me rocking side to side 

and making the recliner swing more 

bleedingheart26: laffsss.. exerting all my effort to raise your hips up so i cud properly sit 

and get up from the chair..  

scarlett2angel: feel the music...... letting your hips sway with mine as my eyes look into 

yours  

bleedingheart26: hands still in your waists.. and dragged you to the danc floor.. swaying 

to the beat of salsa.. 

scarlett2angel: grabs your hands stands and pulls you with me so we can dance standing 

up 

scarlett2angel: mmmm thats it rocks with you letting your hands on my hips move me on 

the floor 

bleedingheart26: swaying my hips.. as im guiding your hips to sway as well..  

D r a z: smiles watching the girls   

bleedingheart26: raising your hand and spin you around.. and pull you again.. swaying.. 

in a circling motion.. 

scarlett2angel: winks and twrills around letting my long hair and hips move with you 

letting you guide me side to side and in circles on the dance floor 

bleedingheart26: tunneee...  

bleedingheart26: hugsss scarlets.. and raised her hands again.. 

D r a z: shake those bon bons  

bleedingheart26: and together i made us do the double arm lasso.. giggles 

scarlett2angel: continues to dance smiles and waves my arms over my head as my hips 

thrust with the new song 

bleedingheart26: shaking our hips more.. laffss 

scarlett2angel: spins around winks at heart and slips back into her arms  

bleedingheart26: spin you again.. to pull your back pressed on me.. legs.. sychronizdly 

swaying.. shaking the hips more... giggles 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips brushs my ass back against you as you pull and hold me 

tight against you making my hips rock with this  



scarlett2angel: tosses my head to one side smiles at heart and lets my shoulders shimmy 

while you guide me around  

bleedingheart26: takes your hand in mine.. as i guide you to my side.. doing a rhythmic 

footsteps.. back and forth.. side to side.. giggles.. 

scarlett2angel: cant help but smile i knew you had this in you 

scarlett2angel: rocks my lower body with yours..sucks on my bottom lip as my hands 

squeeze yours rocks my head and moves with you around the dance floor 

bleedingheart26: and then facing you.. push you gently.. and pull again.. and then to our 

sides again.. facing again.. giggles 

bleedingheart26: spinning scarlet again.. pulling and pressing her to my chests again.. 

smiles 

D r a z: leaning back watching heart and scarlett dance 

scarlett2angel: gasps as i get spun around shakes my head smiles rolls my eyes at surf  

bleedingheart26: raising her hands.. and slide my own down to her sides..  

bleedingheart26: keeping my knees together as I try to drop it low.. grooving my hips to 

the music.. 

surfking_24: oh damn..heart makes your eyes roll up scarlett? woo woo :D 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips side to side giggles at all the noise i hear and looks down at 

the sexy dancer that has her fingers on me  

bleedingheart26: waves at rather... as i slowly rocking my hips up.. grins* 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips amiles at heart and lets my hips sway with the tuneeee 

while i push her in and out of the dark corners  

bleedingheart26: winks at scar.. as i slowly waving my body to the sexy beat..  

scarlett2angel: pulls heart closer rolls my hips and moves nice and slow with her  

bleedingheart26: slooowly swaying my hips from left to right in a figure eight move.. 

bleedingheart26: pulling scarlet.. closer to me.. chest to chest.. breastfriens touching 

each other.. grins* 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips lifts our arms over our head smiles and rocks left and right 

letting the music move your hips  

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. nuzzles my nose (thnks to surf)  on her nape.. smelling her 

sweet scented hair.. mm 

bleedingheart26: winks at lia again.. chuckles at scars shoulder..  

mylstoknowhere: G'Day everyone 

surfking_24: feels the tremble, smiling against your arm with a kiss, then a nibble 

surfking_24: ^5 

scarlett2angel: smirks and tugs on hearts ear as my hands slide down her hips cups her 

ass and rocks  

bleedingheart26: giggles.. and swayed my hips again.. 

scarlett2angel: spins around sticks my tongue out at lia rolls my hips and pussh back 

against heart to help her get into the rhytum of this song 

mylstoknowhere: hiya heart ...waves to you 

surfking_24: feels that ass tighten up against my hips, something i felt so late last night, 

brings my hands down, rubbing into your thighs, where the skirt material meets your 

skin 



bleedingheart26: giggles.. facing hugging scarlets more closer.. as we sway rhythmtcally 

sweet to the music.. 

scarlett2angel: spins her around cups her hips with my hands and rocks her hips leftr and 

right as mine go right and left 

bleedingheart26: raising my hands up.. doing the lasso as scars hands wander.. giggles 

scarlett2angel: winks over her shoulder at the couchers making her move with me an 

sings what you can do we can do better lol 

scarlett2angel: grins at heart see we won they are going into hiding 

bleedingheart26: laffsss.. takes scarlets hands and raise them up around my neck.. dont 

mind them sweet.. smiles winks 

scarlett2angel: spins you around smiles and grips your ass cheeks with both my hands 

and sways back and forth using the beat to move together 

bleedingheart26: ohh spinning now.. giggles..  

surfking_24: feels that amazing body and sweet skin against me, under the blanket 

bleedingheart26: geezzz.. the butt grip... gasps 

scarlett2angel: squeezes more rocks my hips and uses my long hair to hide what my lips 

and teeth are doing to your neck  

bleedingheart26: archs my back.. gasp[s..swayiny my bum closer to your front.. pressing 

myself a litt;le bit nastier.. grins* 

scarlett2angel: whispers just close your eyes and move with my hands  

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips tugs you closer and nips on your ear as we move to the beat  

bleedingheart26: uhhmm.. turns my face into you.. yes scar.. smiles.. winks.. lip biting..  

bleedingheart26: Scoot back a little bit so that my naughty bum is against you.. grinding 

my hips in circles.. 

bleedingheart26: giggles 

scarlett2angel: smiles at heart swats her cheeks as she wiggles them infront of me 

surfking_24: runs my hands under the blanket, up your legs to your ass, blanket coming 

up to show where my hands are gripping...then letting it back down after the peek 

scarlett2angel: grabs her hips pulls and thrusts up and back like the music moves us 

looking around the room  

bleedingheart26: steps a little forward away from you.. bracing both my hands on the 

ground sticking my bum up first.. legs are straight.. slowly tracing backs of my legs with 

my fingertips as slowly roll up to stand... turns my head back to you and winks..  

scarlett2angel: turns my back to you winks an bumps against you  

bleedingheart26: turn around and struts toward scarlet.. brings her right knee up and 

holds it against my waist.. grins* 

scarlett2angel: moves to the bar spins around and smiles as heart shows the room that 

she can dance  

Mts773: *watches scarlet and bleedingheart move  

bleedingheart26: catching my breath.. giggles..  

D r a z: smiles as heart and scarlett approach the bar  ,,,,,, great dabncing 

bleedingheart26: ty draz.. wheeww.. i all soaked already.. giggles 

bleedingheart26: ty for the great dance scarlet.. huggsss 
scarlett2angel: yw dear you did great 



 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl and D r a z 
dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney as i dance a little rhumba 

D r a z: smiles seeing that rum hiney  do  the rhumba  

dirtyrpgirl: winks to my big sistah , as i let the music take over my body, hips swaying, 

breasts jigglin as my shoulders shake slowly...my head bobbing left to right, softly 

singing to thte tune 

mylstoknowhere: rhum rhum rhummmmmmba 

sexykay39: mmm she does that so damn well........... 

dirtyrpgirl: spins some.............and shuffles my feet to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: sighs as the tune ends 

dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg !!!!!!!! 

sexykay39: well damn havent had that kind of an omg since.............lastnight 

lmao................. 

D r a z:  laffssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: sways left to right as my feet shuffle to the next tune................my hair, soflty 

flows down my shoulders, hips way so seductively...........snapping my fingers to the beat 

sexykay39: gets comfy and watches the sexy seductive dancer................ 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles to my big sistah !!!....winks and spins around,struting my hiney as i 

dance 

mylstoknowhere: such a struttin hiney it is tooooooooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: omg !!...holds onto the back of a barstool and just lets my hips sway and snap 

to the beat 

D r a z: smiles such a lithe  body  ,,,,,,,such rythmn   

dirtyrpgirl: arching my body back..............rolling my head as my hair just rolls in a circle 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm god can ya tell i love me some sade 

!!!!....giggles 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooooh my !!! 

sexykay39: god can you tell we love that you do...............mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmm and moreeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee too !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to my big sissy................... 

sexykay39: smiles at my lil sissy................love when you dance to Sade......always so 

erotic 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up on the bar on my butt................and swinging my legs i spin and get 

on my knee's on the bar, stretching my body, arching my hiney up as i lay my hands on 

the bar 

sexykay39: only other time i enjoy it just as much is when you and Draz are dancing 

together..............whew damn talk about hottness 

dirtyrpgirl: looks to Draz..............wanna dance? 

dirtyrpgirl: cause you know meeeeeeeeeeeeeee...giggles 



D r a z:  smiles watching dirty  up on the bar  ........... smiles would love to ,,,,,helps her 

down into my arms  

dirtyrpgirl: taking your hand i stand up on the bar and step to a stool then fall in to your 

arms....my long legs hanging in the air behind me 

sexykay39: mmmm sits back getting comfy.............now this will be quite the treat..... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm kisses you as you take me in your arms 

D r a z: smiles asi  hold dirty in my arms on hand on her hip  the other in her back as we 

follow the best with our hips ,,,,,,,,,,,,, sings this is no ordinary # 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to you as my feet just float to the floor..........letting my backside sway 

as our bodies move in unison 

sexykay39: smiles softly watching my two favorite dancers dancing as one........mmmm 

such warmness that fill the air and my body....... 

D r a z: grins as our bodies shift over ach other as we twist to a gentle rythmn 

........pressing releasing ..pulsing to each other 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my feet shuffle left to right in an almost salsa style as my thighs rub 

and bounce to yours 

D r a z:  smiles as we move into and away and back to each other slow feet movenments 

sexykay39: purring softly mmmm such beauty............ 

dirtyrpgirl: my left hand to your shoulder and my right hand in yours as my hiney moves 

faster to the new beat 

D r a z: smiles as the beat rises and we move round and round ................  my ha d feeling 

the firm cheek ripple as we dance together tightly   

dirtyrpgirl: singing softly to you as i look into your eyes 

dirtyrpgirl: my long tall body jusy gliding in your arms as we spin and sway 

D r a z: my eyes sparkling as our hips rub together as we twist rhumba beat  

dirtyrpgirl: movng my body out to the right, then snaps it back to you 

sexykay39: watching the sweet embrace of them so close............. 

dirtyrpgirl: it's anout faith...ohhhhhyeahyeahyeah.....it's about trust............. 

D r a z:  smiles as  our bodies move as one ... nothing can come between us .......looks 

down........... no room  

dirtyrpgirl: noting can come...............between us....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: grinning up to you as i grind and rub my body tighter to yours 

dirtyrpgirl: then hugs you as the sensual song ends. ..... 

sexykay39: purrring again softly............mmmm so love watching them dance 

together...whew.......getting all warm in here lol 

trisha_29: beauuuuuuuutiful dancing babygirl! 

trisha_29: so gorgeous 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you baby...........smiles 

D r a z: winks at dirty ,.,,,,,,,,,,,  

sexykay39: wiggles up to my feet..............standing and applauding..............thank Yyou 

Bboth..........omgggg thankies thankies thankies.................... 

joyful lia: lmao 

dirtyrpgirl: arching my back and leans to the right some as Draz steps to my and lets my 

body fall back, until my hair sweeps the dance floor 



dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i hang there and look up to him 

D r a z: smiles as i pull dirty back up and then over my thigh ,.,.,.,.,.hovering over her 

dirtyrpgirl: my body swaying left to right slowly as i fall back into your arms 

sexykay39: seeing her eyes not looking all the way to His eyes................giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles to my big sissy.................ssshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh....laughs 

D r a z:  smiles shaking my knee as   as i look in dirtys eyes before tugging her back up to 

me and we wheel away   

dirtyrpgirl: can ya blame meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee !!!??? 

dirtyrpgirl: i mean DAYUMMMMMMMMMMMMmmm 

sexykay39: hell no i like i like................. 

dirtyrpgirl: i cried ..........a river over you................................ 

sexykay39: hugggs yw honey..... 

D r a z:  holds dirty tight in as i hold her arm out   and swings her round  

dirtyrpgirl: over youuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu 

dirtyrpgirl: spins as you swing me out......................then back into your arms gracefully 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooohoooooooooooooooooo Draz !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggggggg......smiles and shakes my hiney as i fall back into your 

arms 

sexykay39: watches as He swings her around................. 

websterace3: yvw nice 

D r a z:  smiles as we turn round and round  and then settle to a slow sswing round and 

round  

sexykay39: mmm not sure which ass i am enjoying watching more.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: singing to you as i squeeze my thisgh to your left leg as you step into my body 

sexykay39: oh hell i dont have to decide............i am in heaven............... 

trisha_29: pulls out my hairbrush and singsssssssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to my baby...i love this song !!!! 

D r a z:   smiles as my  thigh slide between dirty's as we pulse in and out  to the beat  

holding   hands out  to the side 

dirtyrpgirl: baby dont rush...ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh nahhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

sexykay39: mmmm the Ttwo dancing and i got a pair of sexy panties 

panties..................hell who needed church this morning.............i have been to the pearly 

gates.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands behind mt backside as your hands wrap mine into them. 

pressing my beasts to your chest as i sway to your thigh between my thighs 

D r a z: taking our time ..........just moving slowly as we hold tight to each other  

dirtyrpgirl: stoppin every minute !!!!.........just because your in it !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z:  smiles and looks in dirtys  eyes as we just slwoly shuffle round the flor tightly 

entwined  

dirtyrpgirl: smiling into Draz's sparkling eyes as my hips move to the tune 

dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggggggggggggg wet panty time !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: melting into Draz's arms as this tune begins 

sexykay39: wouldnt that be more appropriate if you actually had dry panties at some 

point lil sissy lol? 



sexykay39: just sayin.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: softly brushing my lips to his as my body move so slow and eroticly close to 

yours 

D r a z:   smiles as we sl0w it right down ..my hands on dirty' hips as we move subtly 

against each other ,..brushing bodies  in a tender embrace   ......... closer and closer  to 

you 

Kelleen: lol she has never had dry panties 

dirtyrpgirl: lol big sissy......well they are soaked now !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: omg Draz...omg !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: watches you as you sing softly to me 

dirtyrpgirl: and losses it as the saxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx plays 

dirtyrpgirl: dances with you as i have one orgasm after the other !!! 

D r a z:  smiles as i press dirtys small of back as my thighs gently pulse to the beat  .my 

big arms  holding her gently  in place  

dirtyrpgirl: my body shuddering in your arms...as i just melt 

dirtyrpgirl: my toes curling as i bit my bottom lip 

dirtyrpgirl: cum here.......cum here ...cum here to meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

D r a z: smiles feeling  the soft quivering ..........sees it in youreyes as we move into each 

other  ...............as we move closer and closer .....holding you tight 

dirtyrpgirl: got to be closer to you ...................closer to you, wrapped in your loving 

arms...holding you tight 

dirtyrpgirl: godamighty if them aint words to cum by 

sexykay39: mmmmmmmm just swooning over here.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: and then saxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx too ! 

dirtyrpgirl: cums again and again !!!! 

sexykay39: makes note to help lil sissy clean up.............cause bala make cum back for 

that mess lmao 

dirtyrpgirl: my legs buckle some , making me hold you tighter as our bodies sway 

trisha_29: lmaooo 

dirtyrpgirl: omg big sissy !!!!!...lmaoooo 

D r a z:   baby..baby ............. slowly moves round lightly as we cling to each  other ,,,,,,,, 

my strong hands hiolding  you in tight and secure ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.cl0ser to you  

dirtyrpgirl: wow Draz !!!! 

Kelleen: bitting lip watching the dance 

D r a z: smiles and walks dirty back to the bar  

dirtyrpgirl: you might have to carry me back to a barstool....my legs are like noddles at 

the moment 

D r a z: picks dirty up 

D r a z:  slides her legs over one arm as i sl0wy walk back to the bar  .....my eyes on her 

as my body sl0wly makes it way  to the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: just slinks to the barstool.............leaning back to the 

barstool........wow.................just.................wow 

dirtyrpgirl: i LOVE dancing with that man !!!!! 



D r a z:  smiles as i reach the bar and gently set her butt down on the stool as i look in her 

sparling eyes ............... kisses her cheek ........... thank  you for the dance   rubs noses 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,and stroke fingers in her hair 

sexykay39: yea thats what i am saying too.....................damn what Yyou Ttwo do to me 

when Yyou dance............simply incredible 

sexykay39: thank Yyou Bboth.......................blows kisses 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmm squinching my nose at the kiss smiling to you as i regain 

my composure 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwww thank you big sistah !!!!!!...cathes your kiss and tucks it 

into the front of my panty 

sexykay39: moves around the corner of the bar....crawling to the cooler......taking out a 

couple of waters.......then placing them up on the bar for Tthem if Tthey want 

something............. 

D r a z: making absolutely sure  you are steady my big arms surrounding you from behind  

sexykay39: mmmmmmmmmmm talk about wet pussy kisses....................giggles 

D r a z: smiles and rests my chin on the top of your head .......... smiles ........thanks you 

dirty 

sexykay39: think that can be a new drink lol................ 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to my big sissy...............giggling softly 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm thank You Draz....and you are so very very welcum 

!!!! 

sexykay39: smiles over to my lil sissy...... 

D r a z: laffssss  .......so are  you kissses 

 

 

Phedre and smokeydog865 
Phedre: *laughs* If you want a dance partner Smokey I'd be happy to dance with you.  

smokeydog865: im happy to entertain you first Ms Phedre 

Phedre: mmmhmmm Well I was going to say I can follow Smokey's lead. 

smokeydog865: well then i better get to leading 

smokeydog865: hope you have your dancing shoes on 

Phedre: Indeed you should.. *smiles*  

smokeydog865: are you paying attention 

Phedre: *laughs and takes Smokey's hand*  

smokeydog865: are you watching? 

smokeydog865: cmere you 

Phedre: mmmhmmm 

smokeydog865: how tall are you phedre 

Phedre: I'm 5'6" 

smokeydog865: and in those heels you are wearing? 

Phedre: mmm 4" 

smokeydog865: so 5'10" 



smokeydog865: lovely 

smokeydog865: hope that dress isnt too tight girl 

smokeydog865: *slides hand around Phed's lower back and pulls her to him* 

Phedre: *smiles my eyes lingering on his. *  

smokeydog865: *smirks and moves her slowly around the dance floor, her legs tangled 

and moving with his* 

Phedre: *finds his rythym and works my feet in oposing time with his fingers tangling 

into his. *  

smokeydog865: * whips her just right and pulls her even closer into him * 

smokeydog865: is your hair down Ms Phedre? 

Phedre: *feels the soft whip of his embrace and my body grinds to his in time with the 

tune.*  

Phedre: Yes it is Smokey 

smokeydog865: * runs one hand thru your hair and grabs a hand full of your strong thigh 

in the other * 

Phedre: *dances with him feeling my aline skirt whip around my legs in time with the 

beat my Long auburn hair whiping with the movement of the dance.*  

smokeydog865: * grasping your lower back, dips and swings you back, letting your hair 

dangle before bringing you back up inches from me * 

Phedre: Presses the toe of my pumps into the floor letting my leg slide beside his as the 

world shifts and swings in time with the dance. My hair flying except what is captured in 

his hand*  

smokeydog865: * let your hair go so that you are free to move in only the way you can * 

Phedre: Swings my head left and right softly slapping against Smokey's cheeks as I 

swing to his rythmn 

smokeydog865: which cheeks dear? lol 

Phedre: Your face.  *blushes* I meant with my hair 

smokeydog865: lol smiles and smirks and i stare into your eyes 

Phedre: *blushes deeper and presses closer to smokey*  

smokeydog865: wonders how you got into that dress 

Phedre: *smiles* the usual way one leg at a time.  

smokeydog865: *pulls you against him, stares deep into your eyes, take your hand and 

leads you off the floor to a dark corner* 

Phedre: *laughs softly and blushes brighter.. *  

smokeydog865: i like the way you move ms Phedre 

Phedre: thank you Smokey you don't move half bad yourself 

 

 

 

 

 



Gabriela92 SOLO 

Gabriela92: wooo, hoooo.... jumps up to the tune!!!! 

Gabriela92: bumps my hips left and right, clapping overhead to the beat... 

trisha_29: slithers down into max's lap and out of the way of the dancers 

Gabriela92: turning slowly...  then a slow, snakelike torso slither.... 

D r a z: stands by the edge of  the bar with  kilt swinging to the tune   pumping up the 

bag pipes  .watching gabri.............blows  and fingers the pipes >>>>>> 

Gabriela92: leans back, letting my hair fall behind me... 

trisha_29: mmmm..love that 

dirtyrpgirl: yayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy Draz !!!! 

Gabriela92: then snaps upright and kicks the air... 

D r a z:  watching gabri  as she  dances  on the  bar ......... plays the pipes  to match her 

moves  

Gabriela92: struts down the bar, avoiding drinks.... 

Gabriela92: gets to the end, jumps up and half turns.... 

dirtyrpgirl: looking up gabi's skirt.......AND draz's kilt 

trisha_29: lol 

Gabriela92: drops into the splits, then bounces back up.... 

dirtyrpgirl: god, this is a great barstool  

trisha_29: i hope you get poked in the eye babygirl! 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaooooo baby 

dirtyrpgirl: not if i can get my mouth opened first !! 

D r a z: pumps the bag and fingers  the pipe as i play out the tune  

Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders, alternating sides... 

Bee: admires the acrobatic and sensual moves of gabi, who seems to be stirring the room 

with her movements  

Gabriela92: tugs my ribbed pink tank top out of my denim skirt... 

James40plus3: oh god i'm already have pole trouble 

Gabriela92: ties it in a knot between my navel and my bra... 

Bee: Admires the feminine form being exposed as she gets comfortable to dance in.  

Sasha_J79: no pole trouble here! lol 

D r a z:  watches gabri as the top comes out ,,revealing the tight tummy ....  winks  

mylstoknowhere: hoe worked dirts wink 

Gabriela92: slips my hands into the back pockets of the skirt 

Gabriela92: bumps my buns exaggeratedly out to one side, then the other. 

Gabriela92: then a long, slow grind twice clockwise. 

trisha_29: wiggles my ass against max's lap...sliding my hands over his as they rest 

against my tummy 

James40plus3: think my poles grinding twice clockwise watching Gabi 

Gabriela92: snaps at the end of the circle.... winks at Sasha... grinds back twice 

counterclockwise... 

Daddy_downunder: gabrielas clockwise grinding might be why I sometimes dont know 

what time it is 



dirtyrpgirl: lol d'under 

Bee: my eyes payin attention to the beats being hit by her sensual movements.  

Gabriela92: moonwalks backwards about six feet... 

D r a z: smiles here she comes ,.,,,,,,,,, sweet candy  

Gabriela92: bends my head down to my knees, grasping my ankles... 

Gabriela92: shuffles my feet in a small circle, offering a view of the bottom of my panties 

and buns to a 360-degree field.... 

Gabriela92: howdy, Renee 

D r a z:  smiles looking at the tight buns and the  curve of the breasts in the tied top 

dirtyrpgirl: wow gabi ......wooooooooohooooooooooooo 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmmm Gabri soooooyummy 

Sasha_J79: wow is right! lol 

Gabriela92: drags my fingers up the back of my calves to my knees as I slowly begin to 

stand again... 

bleedingheart26: gulps at that sight.. giggles* 

Gabriela92: up the back of the thighs... 

Gabriela92: grabs the back hem.... 

Phedre: *smiles to myself.. *  

dirtyrpgirl: damn the curves of that girls ass !!!...........whew 

Gabriela92: slides it back and forth up the back of my legs... 

Bee: watches the way she caresses her skin in that sultry manner - accenting her curves  

D r a z: smiles looking up at gabri .......mmm ...  gotta get me some  

dirtyrpgirl: doing great al...smiles, thank you.........nd you? 

Gabriela92: digs the fingers of one hand into the front of my hair... rubs the fingertips of 

the other hand around on my bare tummy... 

bleedingheart26: hands bee a glass of water.. lol..  

D r a z: god almighty  .................look at that body 

bleedingheart26: hey Al.. hugsss 

Gabriela92: hand slips down to the snap on the front of the skirt... "pop" 

D r a z: shes everything you d ever want ..all rolled into one    

Bee: I consume the water in a chug - as I realize that cool liquid fails to chill the heat that 

gabi inspires  

Gabriela92: flips up the zipper tab.... 

Gabriela92: walks down the bar, looking from one customer to the next, trying to 

choose.... 

D r a z: watches as gabri goes fromone to the other ........ 

bleedingheart26: smiles sweetly...  

Gabriela92: gets down on my knees on the bar in front of Daddy downunder..... 

Daddy_downunder: smiles down at the lovely gabriela 

Gabriela92: reaches down.... takes his hand off his glass.... 

D r a z: take it off and take us down   

Gabriela92: puts his thumb and index finger on the zipper tab and holds it there.... 

Gabriela92: slowly stands, the zipper sliding down in Daddy's grip... 



Daddy_downunder: slowly...very very slowly....slides the zipper...down...down....not 

exactly downunder...but down 

Gabriela92: the denim skirt barely hanging on my gyrating hips... 

D r a z:  smiles as we watch the hips move to the beat  

bleedingheart26: uncrosses and crosses back my legs.. slowly rocking it.. wowwws to the gorgeous 

dancer.. smiles* 

Daddy_downunder: mmms at the gyration 

Gabriela92: swivels in a small circle, and it finally falls quickly to my ankles.. 

Al_dente_: ,watches the zipper slide down and the hips..surely it can't stay there. 

Daddy_downunder: helps her to step out of her skirt 

Gabriela92: steps out of the skirt... revealing the black lycra thong underneath. 

Al_dente_: hmmmm not much under it! 

Daddy_downunder: nice choice 

D r a z: smiles looking at gabri ,..............my oh my  

Gabriela92: turns my backside toward the customers... 

Gabriela92: gives my nearly-bare butt cheeks quick slaps with both hands.... 

Daddy_downunder: admires the view 

Al_dente_: nice ass gabi... 

mylstoknowhere: growls at the fine butt being slapped 

Gabriela92: leaves them there, grinding my hips in a circle 

D r a z: smiles as we watch the hnads leave   prints on her butt  

Daddy_downunder: in my next life i want to be gabis hands 

Gabriela92: hooks my thumbs in the waistband from the underside... 

D r a z: woo hoo ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,, gabri  

Gabriela92: stretches it upwards before letting it snap back to my hips... 

Gabriela92: slides my open palms up my tummy to my ribs.... 

D r a z:  smiles  as the fingers slip up and down the firm tummy  

Gabriela92: tugs the knot in the tank top loose. 

Al_dente_: hmmmm   watching.... 

Gabriela92: notices that my nipples are firming up and poking through the tight fabric of 

the ribbed tank top 

D r a z: smiles watching the knot unravel and the first sight of  the full cleavage 

`,,,,,,,,,hell raising woman  

Gabriela92: steps to the right and looks down at Dirty... whatcha drinking there, girl? 

D r a z:  smiles seeing the aroused  niplles  .... watching  gabri move along the bar      

mylstoknowhere: woohooo sasha 

Gabriela92: what's that in your glass, Myls? 

dirtyrpgirl: looks up to gabi...sipping some of sasha's rum...smiling 

mylstoknowhere: dont tell the establishment sasha shhhhhh 

bleedingheart26: undoing some buttons.. as i fan myself with the other hand.. totally getting hot in 

here..  

Gabriela92: reaches down and takes Myls' and Dirty's glasses, drinking a sip out of each 

one... 

Gabriela92: kneels between them.... 



mylstoknowhere: grins at lush of a dancer 

kelli-: I caught you Gab LOL 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles, watchig gabi....good isnt it !!!, winks to sasha 

kelli-: claps with the beat 

Gabriela92: leans backwards until my hair brushes the back of my calves... 

Gabriela92: dumps Dirty's rum and Myls' vodka on the tank top, right over my boobs... 

kelli-: mmmm mmmmmm 

D r a z: smiles watching  the liquid slide oveer  the breasts 

Gabriela92: sets the glasses down with two loud "thunks" and snaps myself upright 

Gabriela92: puts my open hands on the wet spots over my breasts and squeezes the 

soaking fabric 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooohoooooooooooooooooo gabi !!!!!........see the perky nipples through 

the fabric 

Gabriela92: Myls and Dirty... do you want your drinks back?  You just have to get them 

out of my shirt.... 

kelli-: sits next to DG    ^5 

kelli-: watching Gab 

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyyy...  

Gabriela92: leans forward toward them... 

dirtyrpgirl: grins and nod's yes to gabi as i used the foot rests of the barstool to stand up 

some, my fingers on the bar as i stretch to you................. 

D r a z: sings ,,,,,,,hardas a rock  

mylstoknowhere: stands up ..........leans in  

Gabriela92: gets down on my knees again 

Gabriela92: rests on my hands, leaning out over the edge of the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: wiggling my hiney in the short tan pleated skirt as i let my mouth close to the 

fabric and just "milks" the rum from it.....mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

mylstoknowhere: cheek to cheek with dirty takes the material into my mouth sucks hard 

on the wet fabric 

Gabriela92: reaches out and places a hand on the back of both Myls' and Dirty's heads 

Sasha_J79: *fans myself furiously* 

D r a z: smiles as  they ..........lick it up  

Gabriela92: perfect song choice, Draz!!! 

D r a z: laffsssss 

mylstoknowhere: grips the material feels a hard thingy as i try to squeeze out all the 

liquid 

bleedingheart26: groans at the erotic view.. rocking my crossed legs more.. geezzz..  

Gabriela92: closes my eyes at the contact of their mouths on the fabric 

dirtyrpgirl: the back of my skirt rides higher and higher as the white string bikini panties i 

have on show more and more as i suckle the rum from gabi's top 

D r a z:  watches gabris eyes  as she orchestrates the scene  

Gabriela92: feels myself straining all the more at the damp fabric as it clings to my 

heaving chest 

Sasha_J79: my my my...God bless ya, Captain...LOL 



dirtyrpgirl: lol sasha 

This then went on to a body shot with Gabri and Sasha ,,,,,see the body 

shot section 
 

 

Kelli  3 solo dances 

kelli-: dances down the bar  

kelli-: hair flying in a circle 

inlinehockeyguy: throws a 20 on the bar, takes s sip 

kelli-: LOL 

kelli-: I'll work with it Draz 

kelli-: breaks into a hard dance 

inlinehockeyguy: turns and looks up at kelli on the bar 

kelli-: strutts up the bar  

kelli-: stops and turns ..  

kelli-: shakin my bootay 

inlinehockeyguy: stares 

kelli-: hips bouncing to the beat 

kelli-: legs apart  

kelli-: ass moving in a circle 

Phedre: *tills the bill and slips out from behind the bar watching kelli dance*  

kelli-: strutts back down the bar 

kelli-: stops infront of the guys 

inlinehockeyguy: moves beer out of way 

kelli-: slowly turns.. hips moving back and forth 

D r a z: winks at  kelli  

kelli-: hugs smile 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: ass muscles flexing to the beat 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: hair back  

kelli-: flying back and forth 

kelli-: arms move up  

kelli-: over my head 

kelli-: clap out the beat 

kelli-: feet stomp out the beat 

kelli-: double time 

kelli-: lifts legs high with the new tune 

inlinehockeyguy: looks at kelli, holds up a $10 

kelli-: does a strutt 

kelli-: over to hockey 

Al_dente_: watches kelli move up and down the bar... 



kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar with my feet apart 

kelli-: left heel pounding out the beat 

kelli-: watching hockey ponder where to put the 10 

paveduck: howdy folks  

D r a z: evening duck   

paveduck: morning draz  

Phedre: hey Paver 

inlinehockeyguy: slips the bill into top of her panties 

*  

kelli-: pulls the waist band open for you 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya hockey.....smiles 

kelli-: leans down and kisssss hockey on the forehead 

inlinehockeyguy: slowly puts the bill 1/2 in 

kelli-: spins and rolls my ass toward hockey 

inlinehockeyguy: stares, with a small smile 

kelli-: skin tight yoga shorts leaving little to the imagination 

kelli-: rolls hips and claps out the new beat 

kelli-: strutts down to gg, duckie and Al 

kelli-: dances hard to the tune 

kelli-: lifting legs high 

paveduck: well, hello there kelli-in-no-need-for-imagination-yoga-pants  

kelli-: hips move left .. body moves right 

kelli-: back and forth 

paveduck: would wink back at dirty, but my eyes are distracted by kelli's gymnastics  

kelli-: hands high .. feet apart 

dirtyrpgirl: enjoy duckie !!!...smiles 

kelli-: hips roll 

kelli-: then thrust  

kelli-: hands move to hips 

kelli-: thrusting hard to the wild beat 

paveduck: tries to time placing the bill in the waistband with the rolling, thrusting hips of 

miss kelli  

kelli-: HAHAHA 

kelli-: drops to my knees on the bar infront of duckie 

paveduck: whew, she made it easy for me!  

Phedre: *taps another Beer for hockey with just the right abmount of head handing it to 

hockey as Kelli moves down the bar from him.*  

kelli-: rolls the waist band.. holding it out for duckie 

paveduck: slips the folded bill inside kelli's waistband  

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: kiss duckies forhead 

paveduck: she giggles and i didn't even tickle her!  

paveduck: <blushes at the kiss>  

kelli-: smiles wide as my body sways to the music 



inlinehockeyguy: takes out another 20, places it on the bar 

kelli-: head moving back and forth  

Phedre: *she's tickled pink at you Paver*  

kelli-: giggles at Phedre 

kelli-: gets down on all fours 

paveduck: and it's a very pretty pink  

kelli-: wiggles my butt to the beat 

kelli-: crawls over toward hockey 

Al_dente_: admires the curves..... 

kelli-: picks up the 20 with my teeth 

kelli-: holds it out to hockey  

inlinehockeyguy: smiles takes the bill 

paveduck: <<finding myself having to remind myself to breath  

kelli-: sits on the bar facing hockey 

inlinehockeyguy: holds the bill in my lips 

kelli-: lock my legs around hockeys waist 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: letting you pick a spot to put it 

Al_dente_: smiles at hockey's dilema.. 

kelli-: hips thrusting gently to the beat 

kelli-: watching hockey 

inlinehockeyguy: places bill at top of Kelli's shaking tummy 

Al_dente_: watching hockey.. 

kelli-: fingers move down my tummie to my yoga shorts  

kelli-: tucks the bill into the leg of my yoga shorts 

kelli-: releasing hockey  

kelli-: smiles .. kisss on the cheek  

inlinehockeyguy: enjoys the nice smell of her sweat 

kelli-: giggles at hockey...  

mylstoknowhere: smilesss & *Huggsss phedre & kisses her cheek in return * 

inlinehockeyguy: smiles, takes big sip of drink 

kelli-: girls don't sweat.. we secrete necture 

kelli-: rolls back on the bar and lays out on my side 

Al_dente_: horses sweat, men perspire, women glow..... 

inlinehockeyguy: ask kelli if she would like a drink 

kelli-: crawls up the bar and lays back  

kelli-: moves soooo slowly to the bluessssss 

Hector_109: yes dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: like badass's 

Hector_109: i think so  

Al_dente_: watches those hands.... 

D r a z:  ever seen the allblacks rugby team  dirty? 

paveduck: wonders if kelli needs a rubdown after all that dancing  

dirtyrpgirl: and they say ya cant learn nuffin from TV !! 



Hector_109: by the way  i do not like rugby 

Hector_109: soccer is the best  

kelli-: hands move down over my hips 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar in my boxer bottom jammies and tight tank top  

kelli-: swirls my hips to the beat 

kelli-: hands high .. thrusting 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's body swirling tonthe beat 

kelli-: drops to my hands and knees and slithers up the bar  

kelli-: up on my knees infront of the boys 

Al_dente_: hmm that ass in the air 

kelli-: legs apart  

kelli-: rocking my upper body 

kelli-: hair flying 

D r a z: looks up  the thighs   as the body rocks  

kelli-: twist back and forth 

Al_dente_: imagining what is under the boxers... 

kelli-: smiles at al 

kelli-: I think you know 

Gabriela92: Kelli is, Al... just sayin'... LOL 

kelli-: rolls my body over on my back, legs behind me at to the sides 

Al_dente_: I said imagining.. not wondering..  

kelli-: pushing up with my hips.. thrusting to the new beat 

kelli-: boxer shorts riding high 

kelli-: slit up the sides almost to the waist 

kelli-: rolls my hips  

Al_dente_: blows a kiss to Kelli as i head out... 

kelli-: lifting back up to my knees  

kelli-: blows Al.. a kiss 

kelli-: body swaying back and forth 

D r a z: watches kelllis sway to  the blues  

kelli-: hands move to my exposed tummie 

kelli-: slowly down my hips 

kelli-: straight down to my thighs 

kelli-: to the inside  

kelli-: and slowly back up 

kelli-: keeping myself ever so barely covered 

kelli-: leans back  

D r a z: wipes   the bar  watching  .....kelli  leaningback 

kelli-: fingertips tracing where my legs join my body 

kelli-: the boxers tight in the center 

kelli-: fingertips up the slit sides of the boxers 



c4boom: mmmmm sexy 

kelli-: hooks the waist band 

kelli-: pulls up tight  

kelli-: over my hips 

kelli-: smiles at my audience 

D r a z: smiles  back ....... 

Gabriela92: grins, resting my chin in both hands, elbows on the bar.... 

kelli-: pops up to my feet and dances to the new song 

kelli-: slowly turns and shakes my butt to the beat 

kelli-: pulls the boxers harder  

kelli-: almost into a thong 

kelli-: legs move to the beat as I shake my bootay 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

kelli-: fingers slip around the waist band to the back and pull  

D r a z: smiles as  my  eyes watch the waist band  

kelli-: hips circle  

kelli-: pulls the waist high.. to above my waist  

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

kelli-: strutts to the music down the bar 

D r a z: smiles watching the rolling hips......lifts c4's jaw  

kelli-: thrusting hips as I play air guitar 

kelli-: moves to the stage 

c4boom: Thanks Draz 

kelli-: stands facing you with my legs apart 

kelli-: cross my arms infront of me and rips the tight tank off  

kelli-: twirls the tank to the music 

kelli-: hips bounce to the new beat  

kelli-: whips the tank between my legs  

kelli-: pulls both ends back and forth 

kelli-: then out the front and swings it around 

kelli-: bare upper body moving to the beat 

kelli-: lets the top fly  

Gabriela92: mmmmm, Kelli..... 

kelli-: arms move high  

kelli-: slowly turns as my hands move down my body 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: flexing my bunns to the beat 

kelli-: legs stiff 

kelli-: upper body moving back and forth 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli dance out  the beat  

kelli-: leans more 

Gabriela92: mmm, those tight little globes.... 

kelli-: and more 



Gabriela92: so squeezable! 

kelli-: flexing my butt muscles to the beat 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: heels stomp the new beat .. feet not moving 

kelli-: doubles the new beat shaking my ass 

kelli-: hands move to my knees  

D r a z: watches as  kelli  boogies that ass  

kelli-: up my thighs 

kelli-: slowly turning toward you 

kelli-: legs dancing out the rhythm 

kelli-: fingers catch the boxers front leg holes as they move up 

kelli-: drawing them tight  

kelli-: barely covering  

kelli-: thumbs wrap around the waist band 

kelli-: pinching my fingers together pulling down the waist  

kelli-: the boxers now a thin line 

kelli-: all around my extreme upper thighs 

kelli-: after I make sure they are tight around me, my hands move up my otherwise nude 

body 

kelli-: over my head 

kelli-: head moving left and right 

D r a z: taps out the beat on the bar top 

kelli-: hair falling infront of me as my body sways and turns 

kelli-: rolls my hips  

kelli-: thrusting as I turn 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: standing straight .. feet and legs apart 

D r a z: watches  the thrusting hips   ,..smiles up at kelli  

kelli-: shimmies hard  

kelli-: letting the boxer losen  

kelli-: slowly begin to fall 

kelli-: then drop to the floor 

Gabriela92: gasps.... 

D r a z: smile s upat  kelli as the boxers hiot the stage  

kelli-: hands high and moves to the beat 

tophat43: in awe 

kelli-: my small body into the music .. facing up 

kelli-: hips sway .. feet move.. slowly turns 

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: moving in a small circle 

kelli-: hair falling down my back  

kelli-: facing you 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: left heel beating out the rhythm 



D r a z: watches the hair swish to the beat 

kelli-: eyes closed .. faint smile 

kelli-: hands move out from my body  

kelli-: in a wide circle 

kelli-: until they are above my head  

kelli-: hips swaying back and forth  

kelli-: soooo freeeeee 

D r a z: watches as the hands move   andthe body writhe 

kelli-: slinky S moves  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

tophat43: mesmerized 

kelli-: moves my body back and forthe .. leaning back 

kelli-: knees on the stage 

kelli-: leans back farther 

D r a z: smiles watching  as keli leans back  as the beat invades her  

kelli-: head touching the stage 

kelli-: hips thrusting up and down  

kelli-: collapse on the stage 

kelli-: huge grin  

D r a z: stands and applauds  

D r a z:  Bravo  well done kelli    

kelli-: waits for Draz  

tophat43: encore encore 

Gabriela92: wow; fantastic, Kelli!!!!! 

D r a z: holds out a LAB robe  

kelli-: thank you.. as I move to my feet  

kelli-: push my arms into the robe 

kelli-: looks up at Draz 

D r a z: slips the robe overkelli and ties the belt 

kelli-: fantastic music.. thank you 

kelli-: smiles up at you 

D r a z: winks you caught me on the hop ,.,.,.,.,.,.,. tried some new stuff 

kelli-: holds my hands up so you can tie the robes belt 

kelli-: it was perfect.. just perfect 

D r a z:  ties it in a double bow 

kelli-: tippie toes and kisssssssssssssssss 

kelli-: giggles.. afraid it's gonna fall off? 

D r a z: kisses kelli and gives her a big squeeze 

kelli-: that was soooo much fun 
Gabriela92: hopes for a defective robe belt.... 

 

 



kelli-: flips over backward to my feet and dances hard to the beat 

Al_dente_: watches kellis body gyrating to the beat..... 

bigsteve_11: flips over backwards and falls straight on his back now needs a month off work 

kelli-: spins the skirt out high .. showing of my thighs and ass as I break into a wild dance 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice thighs... 

Al_dente_: nice ass! 

bleedingheart26: hsss.. shivers... gulps.. hardly breathing.. 

norcol970: steve and norcol's mouth's wide open. 

kelli-: shakin my bootay to the beat 

Al_dente_: eyes locked on Kelli's swaying booty 

norcol970: mmmhhhmm. sooo sexy as she dances 

D r a z:  here she goes ,.,,,,,,,,,,, its going to be a hellova show  

kelli-: strutts over infront of nor and Al .. to the new beat 

kelli-: hands high .. hips rocking hard to the heavy beat 

norcol970: guess i am only virgin left, lol. 

Al_dente_: watches kelli close up.. shifts uneasily in seat... 

kelli-: slowly turns as my hips gyrate hard 

kelli-: claps out the beat with my hands high 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body  

kelli-: hips roll 

Al_dente_: watches the skirt hem rise when kelli raises her hands 

kelli-: then thrust  

norcol970: woo hoo. you go girl 

kelli-: spins out the skirt  

D r a z: catches the kiss ty 

kelli-: lands facing away from you ..  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: rocks my ass hard to the beat 

norcol970: melting as i watch kelli 

kelli-: legs apart  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli as she leans forward.... 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hair flying 

Al_dente_: hoping for some sort of clothing malfunction 

norcol970: sooo sexy in her heels 

kristiann41: we call it a wardrobe malfunction, al 

norcol970: legs up to her neck 

kelli-: not a heels kinda girl  

kelli-: slow slinky strutt  

Al_dente_: but nicely proportioned... 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body 

Al_dente_: love the way the skirt sways with the stutt 

kelli-: licks my lips 

Al_dente_: strutt 



kelli-: you nasty boy 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: close my eyes  

kelli-: face the ceiling 

kelli-: hands high 

norcol970: soooo sexy 

kelli-: hips thrust to the strong beats 

kelli-: slowly turns  

Al_dente_: would like those to be my hands sliding down kelli's body..... 

kelli-: rolls hips 

norcol970: omg yes 

kelli-: slow roll  

norcol970: feeling her curves in the music 

kelli-: thrusting left then right 

norcol970: hands on those sexy hips 

kelli-: leans forward with my back toward you 

Al_dente_: the skirt riding up... 

kelli-: hands move down between my thighs 

norcol970: in my dreams. would never touch 

Al_dente_: yum.... 

kelli-: bends forward with my legs straight and apart 

Al_dente_: hmmm  ice view.... 

kelli-: hands move up  

Al_dente_: nice 

norcol970: god yes 

kelli-: inner thighs 

norcol970: sooo silky 

Al_dente_: imagining that soft sensitive flesh 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: to the new beat 

kelli-: left left 

kelli-: right  

kelli-: right 

kelli-: hands move high as my hips rock and roll 

Gabriela92: or the Feed A Cooter Foundation 

Al_dente_: watches Kellis hips jerking left and right 

norcol970: hoping to make a donation for sure. 

Al_dente_: get back under that desk gabi.... 

kelli-: spins making the skirt flair  

kelli-: giggles .. she never left Al 

Al_dente_: catches a glimpse a thin black string 

norcol970: judging from the smile on bh's face. guessing not. 

Al_dente_: well she shouldn't talk with her mouth full... 

Gabriela92: or my tongue caught 



kelli-: cuts the beat in half.. moving in slow motions 

kelli-: facing you 

kelli-: on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: arms cross  

norcol970: looking up smiling ear to ear 

kelli-: slowly move up my thighs 

kelli-: over my hips 

Al_dente_: eyes following every move... 

kelli-: catching the bottom of my tank in my fingers 

norcol970: boxers stirring 

kelli-: left heel pounding the rhythm on the bar 

kelli-: slowly moving the tank top up my body 

Al_dente_: watches those fingers dissapear under the tank 

kelli-: head swaying to the beat 

norcol970: every move. soooo sexy 

kelli-: ever so slowly pulling the tank higher 

kelli-: hips moving left left right right 

kelli-: ties the tank just below my boobs  

Al_dente_: catches a glimpse of the rise of kellis breasts with a slim bandeau around 

them....... 

kelli-: rolls my hips to the new beat 

kelli-: one hand on my bare tummie 

kelli-: hips rock  

norcol970: sooo  sexxy 

kelli-: slowly turns .. profile 

kelli-: other hand moves up my body 

kelli-: and high over my head 

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: then thrust to the beat 

Al_dente_: watching thos tummy muscles work... hips swaying..... 

norcol970: kristiann and kelsey enjoying? 

kelli-: looks down at gab to see how busy she is 

norcol970: sooo tight 

kelli-: slowly turns my back to you 

Gabriela92: waves to Kelli.... 

kelli-: smiles @ Gab 

kelli-: rolls my ass to the beat 

norcol970: gabi's sexy lips glistening 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: rolls onto my back  

norcol970: kellis beautiful breast in our face 

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up  

Al_dente_: captivated by the curves... 



kelli-: looking down my top  

norcol970: toasting Al to kelli's beauty 

kelli-: smiles at you upside down  

Al_dente_: clinks glasses.. 

Al_dente_: not just sexy.. simply beautiful... 

norcol970: perfect cleavage on your back 

norcol970: no doubt my friend 

kelli-: lays out on the bar 

kelli-: up on all fours 

norcol970: wooo hooo sooo sexy gf 

kelli-: crawls to the edge of the bar 

norcol970: your sexiness exploding 

Al_dente_: loves the view as Kelli crawls... 

kelli-: ass umes the position with my ass in the air and down in the front 

kelli-: uses one hand to untie the top 

norcol970: *so wanting to kiss it* 

Al_dente_: waits....... 

kelli-: asks al if you will give me some help 

norcol970: mmmmm 

Al_dente_: sure... leans over 

Al_dente_: undoes the tightly tied top 

kelli-: pull .... holding out my hands so you can tug off the top 

Al_dente_: Lifting the op up by the hem 

Al_dente_: slowly.. over your head.. 

kelli-: pull 

norcol970: mouth open watching. the newbie sooo excited 

kelli-: shakes out my hair  

Al_dente_: dealaying to get a good look at your breasts.. under the tight small bandeau 

kelli-: the tight little bandeau bra not hiding my excitement to be here 

Al_dente_: notes the hard bumps in the bandeau 

kelli-: lifts up to my knees .. hands high .. dances on my knees  

norcol970: soooo hot pushing thru the the little top 

Al_dente_: follws the moves of Kelli's body 

kelli-: hair flying as my head shakes hard 

kelli-: hands on my bare torso  

kelli-: slowly moving around my skin 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 

norcol970: soooo hot as i watch 

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

kelli-: on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

Al_dente_: I'm sure those breasts want to be free.... 



kelli-: fingertips trace  

norcol970: melting 

kelli-: half moon shapes  

kelli-: the cup them  

Al_dente_: imagining the softness... 

norcol970: soooo beautiful 

norcol970: omg can you imagine 

kelli-: rolls the top of the bandeau so the material is almost just a stripe 

kelli-: hands fly high over my head 

kelli-: body rocks as my hips roll  

norcol970: *cock pulsing* 

kelli-: easy boy 

norcol970: opps 

kelli-: smiles 

Al_dente_: hands Norco a cushion for his lap... 

norcol970: thxs Al 

kelli-: tips of my thumbs flick the tips of my  

kelli-: pointed flesh 

kelli-: tops and bottoms of my boobs not hiding 

Al_dente_: they must be hard to make bumps like that.... 

norcol970: swollen and sooo sexy 

kelli-: small but perky .. as some would say 

norcol970: mmhhmmm 

norcol970: best kind 

kelli-: new beat .. hips roll  

kelli-: licks my lips.. eyes narrow as I study the boys 

kelli-: faint smile 

norcol970: eyes fixed on you 

kelli-: backs up  a couple steps to the beat  

Al_dente_: see's those wet lips... and that smile..... 

kelli-: hands high .. spins hard  

kelli-: skirt flies 

norcol970: skirt sooo sexy as it flurls 

kelli-: spins back the other direction 

norcol970: nothing sexier 

kelli-: hips roll as my hands move down my bare skin to my tummie 

kelli-: then down my hips 

kelli-: to my thighs 

norcol970: licking the icecubes in my glass 

kelli-: slowly move to the inside  

kelli-: and up slowly  

kelli-: and stops 

kelli-: waits for the music 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmmmmmm 



norcol970: clapping 

kelli-: huge grin 

norcol970: go kelli. sooo hot 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar ..  

kelli-: hands return to my thighs  

kelli-: hips rolling to the slow sexy beat 

kelli-: moves up taking the hem of the skirt with it 

Al_dente_: takes a sip of my drink.. realising my moth is so dry... 

norcol970: such a sexy view in your short skirt standing above me. 

kelli-: watching you watch me 

kelli-: hands move up slowly 

norcol970: smiling ear to ear 

Al_dente_: and noticing we are not looking in your eyes.... 

kelli-: higher 

kelli-: hips slowly gyrate as the skirt move up  

norcol970: silky thighs 

Al_dente_: catches another glimpse of the skimpy underwear 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: rolls my hips  

kelli-: the skirt losens 

kelli-: falls to the bar 

Al_dente_: wow...! 

norcol970: wow 

norcol970: lol 

kelli-: tiny black thong 

Al_dente_: there certianly isn't much to that thong.... 

norcol970: seeing this gorgeous little panty? 

kelli-: belt line .. verticle disappears  

norcol970: mmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: but oh, what a prize inside it!!! 

kelseyt86: hehe  

kelli-: a thong is nothing like a panty .. giggles 

kelseyt86: more like dental floss!  

Al_dente_: not much to the triangle of fabric at the front either... 

norcol970: no you beat me to it, lol 

kelli-: ass floss LOL 

norcol970: yes know my panties, lol 

Al_dente_: and it seems to be wet and clinging.... 

kelli-: my soooo close to nude body begins to dance to the new beat 

kelli-: hands move up my body as I slowly turn toward you 

Al_dente_: Takes in the whole of kellis beautiful body 

kelli-: the thong nothing but a couple stings and patch  

norcol970: her sexy curves pronounced 

kelli-: hand high over my head leans back ..  



Al_dente_: looks like the size of an eye patch 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: V shaped patch .. two strings in front, between my legs 

Al_dente_: takes in the gorgeous lines of kelli's ass, thighs and legs... 

norcol970: soooo sexy 

kelli-: hips rotate 

kelli-: if he can't read, I don't have time to read it to him 

norcol970: god yes. that perfect litle ass. 

kelseyt86: kelli and her tiny ass!  

kelli-: does the strutt  

Al_dente_: Glances over to kelsey and Kristiann to see if they are enjoying the show.... 

kelli-: showing off my body  

Al_dente_: hmmmm soooooo nice 

kelli-: stops and arches my back  

kelli-: moves my ass to the beat  

norcol970: such a sexy little body 

kelli-: does a slow strutt down to the girls 

kelli-: huge grin  

Al_dente_: see's the girls smile as she approaches.... 

norcol970: jaw dropping at how hot she approches them. 

kelli-: stops infront of the girls 

Al_dente_: whew  wb Kelsey 

kelseyt86: thanks. stupid pal  

kelli-: leans forward toward you ..  

kelli-: smiles .. wb 

kelli-: hands on my hips..  

kelli-: shimmies my body  

kelli-: my little boobs move to the beat 

Al_dente_: watches kellis body as she interacts with the girls.... 

kelli-: points sooooo hard and long 

Al_dente_: nice view from here. 

norcol970: omg yes. like a dream 

kelli-: hands move slowly all over my body 

norcol970: sooo heavenly 

kelli-: hips slowly move to the beat 

Al_dente_: Takes advantage of the attention being drawn away to make some subtile 

adjustments.... 

kelli-: licks my lips  

norcol970: no doubt Al 

kelli-: slowly rolls my ass  

norcol970: boxers soaked 

kelli-: turns and moves in a slow strutt  

kelli-: leans back playing air guitar 

norcol970: always right with the music 



kelli-: left heel stomps the beat on the bar 

norcol970: lol 

Al_dente_: eyes drawn to the thong as Kelli leans back 

kelli-: hips thrust to the slow beat 

Al_dente_: still hoping for that 'wardrobe' malfunction 

norcol970: woooooo hooooooo 

kelli-: drops to my knees on the bar  

kelli-: down on the bar 

kelli-: rolls to my side 

norcol970: sorry brb. need the mens room 

kelli-: hands over my head .. rolls to my back  

Al_dente_: lol  I bet.... 

kelli-: clean up on aisle 7 

Al_dente_: loves the curves as you lie on the bar.... 

Al_dente_: the rise of your breasts into the bandeau 

kelli-: lifts up on my shoulders and feet .. arching high .. thrusting to the beat 

Al_dente_: the srings of your thond dissapearing over your hips. 

kelli-: working my hips to the rhythm 

kelli-: lowering myself to the bar .. jerking my legs up and rolling over my head to my feet 

kelli-: dancing hard to the guitar solo 

kelli-: hair flying 

Al_dente_: wow.. don't hurt yourself kelli/.. 

kelli-: skips down the bar to the stage 

kelli-: jumps up and spins on the pole 

kelli-: wraps my legs tight around it 

kelli-: leans back hold with one hand 

Al_dente_: hmmm lucky pole... 

kelli-: hips thrusting  

kelli-: hard to the beat 

kelseyt86: lol al  

kelli-: spins on the pole  

kelli-: lets go leaning back 

Al_dente_: watches kellis thihgs and legs holding her to the pole 

kelli-: flips down .. arms grasp the pole and legs fly around the pole  

kelli-: bring my legs in  to regrip the pole 

kelli-: spins  

Al_dente_: watches the flying hair... 

kelli-: holds the pole  

kelli-: with my legs and hangs upside down  

Al_dente_: your breasts straining at the bandeau 

kelli-: does and handstand with my legs around the pold 

kelli-: my body stretched 

norcol970: sorry back 

kelli-: ass against to pole 



norcol970: sure i missed soo much sexiness, lol 

kelli-: ass gyrating against the pole 

kelli-: lets go of the pole with my legs and flips to my feet 

kelli-: hugs the pole with my entire body 

kelli-: legs wrap around it 

kelli-: hips mash myself against the pole .. thrusting to the beat 

norcol970: fresh drink in hand. sooo enjoying the show. 

Al_dente_: how did that polish guy get that job at the end of the stgae????? 

kelli-: by being hard, long and straight up 

norcol970: lol 

Al_dente_: yep.. not even a bend... 

kelli-: peeks around the pole at the boys and girls 

kelli-: grins 

norcol970: tipping my drink to kelli 

kelli-: stands up 

Al_dente_: not even that pole will hide you kelli 

kelli-: strutts around the pole 

kelli-: backs up to it 

kelli-: arms above my head 

kelli-: wrap the pole 

kelli-: push my ass against the cool metal  

kelli-: hips grind  

Al_dente_: such a hot ass tho 

kelli-: leans back hard  

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: gyrate to the sexaphone 

norcol970: enjoying everyangle of everyone of your beautiful curves 

kelli-: hands move slowly down my body 

Al_dente_: sings along  "I just wanna make love to you.........." 

kelli-: around my hips 

kelli-: stands and does a sexy lil dance 

norcol970: soooo hot 

kelli-: fingers facing down 

kelli-: pushing down both hips 

kelli-: maying a heart on the front of my lower tummie 

kelli-: thumbs in the middle 

kelli-: making 

kelli-: fingertips trace the thong 

kelli-: slip under the waist band 

kelli-: slowly turn it down 

Al_dente_: I swear one of these days she will roll that thing just a bit far......... 

kelli-: smiles 

norcol970: watching every move 

kelli-: rolls it again just for al  



Al_dente_: well one can live in hope...! 

kelli-: slowly turns and rolls my hips to the beat 

kelli-: hands over my head 

norcol970: never missing a beat 

Al_dente_: you or kelli? 

kelli-: smiles . both? 

kelli-: giggles  

kelli-: hands move up my sooo close to nude body 

kelli-: cup my boobs 

Al_dente_: smh.. and takes another sip of my drink.... 

kelli-: slip under the bandeau 

norcol970: sooo beautiful 

kelli-: grasping my small boobs  

norcol970: mmmmm 

kelli-: pushing the bandeau up 

kelli-: hips roll to the music 

Al_dente_: imagines the hard nipples pressing into her palms 

norcol970: perfect ittle breast teasing me 

kelli-: turning my back to you 

kelli-: shakin my ass to the rhythm 

kelli-: the bandeau comes off and flips over my head and around my neck  

kelli-: hands grasp my boobs as I turn back toward you dancing 

norcol970: omg those perfect little tits sooo sexy 

Al_dente_: tries handin Kelli a glass of water.... 

Al_dente_: Hi Alana 

kelli-: smiles at al  

alana44: hello 

norcol970: hi alana 

kelli-: you are too far away .. still on the stage 

kelli-: but good try  

kelli-: grins 

Al_dente_: what's a few thousand miles between friends....  lol 

norcol970: lol 

kelli-: hips rocking to the new music 

kelli-: then thrust 

kelli-: hand move apart slightly  

kelli-: fingers open  

norcol970: watching every sexy curve 

Al_dente_: thinks I see a hint of nipple between the fingers..... 

kelli-: legs lifting high .. dancing harder 

Al_dente_: well.. maybe not.. I dunno... 

kelli-: slowly turn while I dance..  

kelli-: ass moving to the beat 

kelli-: back to you 



kelli-: hands move down to my hips 

kelli-: fingers slip under the band 

Al_dente_: strains to see around the side... 

kelli-: rolls it one more time 

Al_dente_: yikes.. 

kelli-: shaking my sooooo close to bare ass  

Al_dente_: but I'm sure I can see a liitle hanging boob...... 

kelseyt86: mmmm  

kelli-: the thong now straight across hiding next to nothing 

norcol970: little but oh so yummy 

kelli-: facing the ceiling.. eyes closed as my body rocks to the new beat 

kelli-: slowly turning toward you 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm  

Al_dente_: nice profile view 

kelli-: hands cupping.. fingers trapping the hard nipples between them  

kelli-: backs up to the pole on the stage 

kelli-: hands slowly move up over my head .. grasping the pole 

Al_dente_: <thinks.. surely that thong is going to roll off the curves..... 

kelli-: my little heart shaped trim plainly in view 

Al_dente_: and your gorgeous breasts..... 

kelli-: the thong barely above the beginning of my crease 

norcol970: hoping so. but sooo hot on also. sooo much for the imagination still. 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: grinding against the pole 

Al_dente_: <thinks the wetness must be all that holding it in place 

kelli-: rocking back and forth 

kelli-: small smile as I dance against the pole  

norcol970: *big smile here* 

kelli-: step forward .. lean forward and dance to the steady beat 

kelli-: arch my body .. leaning back  

kelli-: rolling my hips 

kelli-: then a little thrust  

kelli-: legs apart 

kelli-: hands high .. strutt 

Al_dente_: watches the thong in anticipation.... 

kelli-: feels the thong begin to slip 

norcol970: sipping my drink. such a beautiful sight 

kelli-: rolls my hips harder 

Al_dente_: smiles at kelli... 

kelli-: then thrust 

Al_dente_: knowing she can feel the slipping thong 

Gabriela92: opens Heart's desk drawer, retrieving an extra lunch napkin and wiping off 

my shiny cheeks and chin.... 

norcol970: oh my 



kelli-: dancing harder 

Al_dente_: lol gab.... 

norcol970: mmmmmm good girl Gabi 

kelli-: rolls my hips as the thong lets go  

kelli-: strutts 

Al_dente_: wooo hooo! 

kelli-: out of it 

kelseyt86: wow gabi  

Al_dente_: succsess! 

norcol970: ladies lunch for sure. yum 

kelli-: suc what? 

kelseyt86: have lots of fun?  

kelli-: steps out of the thong as I dance around the stage 

Al_dente_: the freedom... the beauty.... 

kelli-: yells YEOWWWW 

kelli-: hand high .. slinky S moves 

norcol970: still smelling Gabi and bh's sex 

kelli-: sheesh 

Al_dente_: admiring what had been hidden behind that thong.... 

kelli-: try to be a bit respectful nor 

norcol970: sorry 

kelli-: moves in a circle  

kelli-: rolling my hips 

kelli-: watching als eyes follow my body 

Al_dente_: taking in every inch... 

kelli-: grins 

norcol970: feel bad. very sorry.  

kelli-: shakes my bare ass at you 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

Al_dente_: nice view.... 

kelli-: picks up my skirt and top 

kelli-: hooks up the skirt and slips the top on 

Al_dente_: reaches for a LAB robe in Draz's absence 

Al_dente_: Puts it around Kellis shoulders.... 

kelli-: I'll just put these on  

kelli-: thanx 

kelli-: picks up my lil bra and thong 

Al_dente_: applauds as Kelli steps down 

kelli-: sorry it was so long 

Al_dente_: great Dance Kelli.. 

norcol970: thxs kelli. was sooo sexy 

kelli-: thanks al  

Al_dente_: very beautiful.. very sexy 

kelli-: thanks nor 



norcol970: no doubt 

norcol970: yvw 

kelli-: that was lesson one 

Al_dente_: lol 

norcol970: learned a number 

 

Kelli- and scarlett2angel 

kelli-: climbs onto your lap, straddling your legs and body, fingers push your hair back at 

your temples and massage 

kelli-: hips start to move to the music 

scarlett2angel: gasps opens my eyes......mmmmmmm 2 me and you? 

kelli-: body sways .. watching your eyes 

kelli-: grins wide 

kelli-: pushing back your hair  

scarlett2angel: grips your hips rocks my head and kisses your bottom lip as the chair 

moves under us 

kelli-: wanna dance on the bar? 

scarlett2angel: smiles if you want too? 

Maxillary_Nerve: *swirls his drink*  

kelli-: I've wanted to dance with you forever 

scarlett2angel: blushs...looks into your eyes how about now? 

kelli-: let me go change first 

scarlett2angel: ok 

kelli-: I'll brb 

kelli-: get outa my jeans 

scarlett2angel: blushs at how warm i am  

D r a z: smiles watching the blush spread  

scarlett2angel: ties my hair back and slips out of my long sleeved shirt into something 

more comfy 

scarlett2angel: tugs it down to cover what is needed and stands at the end of the bar 

near the steps 

D r a z: winks at scarlett  ,,,,,,,,,looks for kelli 

scarlett2angel: garbs a bottle of ice cold water i will need this 

scarlett2angel: grabs 

D r a z: puts out extra waters  we will all need them  

scarlett2angel: smiles lifts it to my lips takes a long sip and lets some drip down my chest 

scarlett2angel: looks around waves at heart and sways my hips to this song as i stand on 

the stairs 

kelli-: smiles at scarlett .. changed into a mid thigh wrap skirt and cropped top  

bleedingheart26: smiles* will sit and watch in my corner..  

scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli takes her hand in mine and walks up the stairs onto the bar 

D r a z: winks at  the 2girls as donna summmers plays   



kelli-: plenty of midrif  skin showing between the two 

kelli-: midriff 

kelli-: moves up the stairs with scarlett 

scarlett2angel: spins around so she can se my black half top show off the curves of my 

breasts and my small boy white shorts with a zippers on each side  

D r a z: looks a long  the bar  to the girls as they  climb up  onto the bar 

scarlett2angel: ty for clearing the glasses off draz 

D r a z: looking good girls ...........turns the lights to low  

kelli-: works the beat .. feet planted .. body swaying 

kelli-: watching scarlett 

D r a z: spots on the two girls as  the beat invades  them  

bleedingheart26: smiles.. nice..  

scarlett2angel: stands infront you smiles and rolls my hips with yours as my hair swings 

against the small of my back 

kelli-: upper body moves in slinky S turns to the slow steady beat 

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders in circles as my eyes look into yours 

kelli-: my long hair gently sways back and forth 

kelli-: eyes lock on yours 

kelli-: smiles at the songs moans 

scarlett2angel: wets my bottom lip.....and rocks left and right thrusting my hips as the 

song fills the room with moansss 

kelli-: licks my lips .. watching you thrust  

kelli-: slowly turns .. my hips and ass moving to the beat 

scarlett2angel: lifts my hands over my head making my top show off more of the curves 

of my breasts ..sways my hips and winks at the sexy dancer inches from me 

kelli-: turns away from you the slowly backs into you 

kelli-: then 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

D r a z: winks at the two  girls  

scarlett2angel: crosses my wrists over my head spins around bumps my ass to yours and 

lets my hair swat your butt while the music moves me  

kelli-: mouth open, tongue touching my upper lip 

mylstoknowhere: mmmm butt bumpsss 

kelli-: leans forward .. swaying bunn on bunns 

scarlett2angel: rocking left and right bites my bottom lip as it quivers some  

kelli-: sways my hips to the beat against you 

bleedingheart26: smiles from my corner 

scarlett2angel: winks and rolls my hips in circles letting my cheks brush against yours 

and looks around the room  

D r a z: smiles up at the two girls as they dance into each other 

kelli-: spins and holds your hips .. pulling you tight.. one hand on your bare tummie 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm kelli gasps ..rocks in your hands an pushs back as my lower 

body moves with you and the music  

kelli-: smiles and moans in your ear.. as I hold you tightly against me 



kelli-: fingers on your tummie spread wide 

scarlett2angel: my arms sway over my head arching my back and lets the bottoms of my 

breasts be seen as i rock my shoulders with the beat 

D r a z: winks at scarlett seeing the swell of her breasts  

kelli-: both hands move up your bare tummie just under the material of your crop top 

scarlett2angel: turns my head pursssssss into your ear and grinds my ass back against 

you as your hands guide and pull me to you more 

kelli-: pushing my hips forward and thrusting against you .. fingertips trace the bottoms 

of your orbs as you dance 

scarlett2angel: cant help but moan and groan as the music moves me against you more 

letting your hands make my skin tingle even more 

kelli-: takes your hips in both hands and spins you around ... hands move high over my 

head as my legs straddle one of yours 

kelli-: move in close and move with your body 

scarlett2angel: reaches around behind kelli grips her ass cheeks and rocks my hips with 

her as she spins me around  

scarlett2angel: giggles an lets her move me all around while i sway my shoulders left and 

right 

kelli-: eyes narrow and lips part .. stare into your eyes .. moving with you 

D r a z: smiles watching the girls move against each other ,,,,,,,,,,,,,all shook up 

kelli-: my hands move down my body .. then to yours and up your back 

scarlett2angel: bites my tongue slides my fingers up your back tugs and runs my left leg 

up the outside of yours 

scarlett2angel: rocking side to side while my eyes looks deep into yours 

kelli-: my hands run up under your crop top in the back pulling it skin tight against your 

boobs 

kelli-: showing you off 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm rocks m y head back thrusts my hips as your hands make 

me move to you more 

kelli-: hips begin the thrust to the beat with your leg between mine 

RocketManFL: whoah, watches kelli n scarlett  

kelli-: one hand moves down your back as we dirty dance ..  

kelli-: holds your ass and pulls you tight 

scarlett2angel: drops my hands down squeezes your hips and both ass cheeks lifts you 

and usies the music to move us around on the bar 

RocketManFL: is it hot in here?  

kelli-: body sways at the new bluesy beat 

D r a z: looks at the temp ................69 .........normal  

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back groans and rocks my lower body with yours as my 

hair swings side to side 

D r a z: laffs and passes some water  to rocket ............lookslike you need  this 

kelli-: turns my back to you and crosses my arms .. tuggs off my crop top as my ass 

bumps you to the rhythm 

scarlett2angel: winks stands still and lets my fingertips run up and down your back  



RocketManFL: huh, feels a whole lot hotter than 69  

kelli-: the tight lil bandeau leaving no doubt that I'm enjoying this 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm kelli winks at Draz and swats her ass with my right hand as i 

dance behind her 

kelli-: grabs your hands and wraps your arms around me as my ass grinds against you 

Kelleen: howdy eveyone 

D r a z: eyes sparkle watching the girls ...........  moves the spotlights to follow them  

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips up and back as my lower body sways and pulls you back to 

me using the slow beat to move in circles 

kelli-: guides your hand to the one button on my wrap skirt ... smiles and nods 

scarlett2angel: kisses and nibbles the nape of your neck tugs your skirt loose and rocks 

my hips so it falls to the bar at our feet 

RocketManFL: daum thise ladies sure know how to heat up the place, may need liquid 

nitrogen to keep room temp down  

kelli-: they tiny pink thong keeping me bare ly .. legal  

scarlett2angel: runs my rigth hand up your back tugs your hair moans into your ear and 

grinds against you a bit harder as the beat moves me 

kelli-: lots of skin on your skin as I dance hard against you 

scarlett2angel: smiles an nips on your earlobe rocks my hips and tugs on your ear with 

my teeth 

kelli-: leans back into you .. grinding my nearly bare ass into you 

bleedingheart26: walks to the bar.. think i need a pineapple juice draz.. smiles 

kelli-: mmmmmmmmmm  

scarlett2angel: grabs your hips with both hands shimmys my hips and licks the nape of 

your neck and around your ear then back down  

kelli-: reaching back over my head and dancing hard in your arms 

scarlett2angel: looks into the mirror slides my hands up your tummy and covers your 

breasts to feel how soft what is covering them is as my lower body grinds and sway with 

the music 

scarlett2angel: nips on your shoulder as i see the room looking at us 

kelli-: giggles .. telling you to be careful not to cut yourself on the nipples LOL 

scarlett2angel: opens and closes my fingers as they squeeze ohhhhhhh kelli to bad im not 

dressed to dance like i want too 

kelli-: turns to face you... leans in and whispers .. game to move to the cage or stage? 

scarlett2angel: cups you more....sways my hips to the slow rhytum and winks as i nip on 

your neck and earlobe more 

scarlett2angel: im up for anything now 

scarlett2angel: looks at the cage with a smirk on my face 

kelli-: moves beside you and slowly dances you to the cage 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips as i slowly walk up into the swinging cage 

kelli-: arm around your waist  

scarlett2angel: pulls kelli in with me closes the door and pushs her against the bars 

scarlett2angel: groans nips her throath as my hands slide down your arms and hips to 

push you back against the steel bars and pins your hips with my knees 



kelli-: holds the bars over my head.. pulls myself up wrapping my legs around your waist 

scarlett2angel: moans looks into your eyes and nibbles each of your shoulders as my hips 

pin you more  

kelli-: my hips moving my body against yours 

D r a z: eyes on the girl s as  they dance...................wipes the bar and places out more 

cold water bottles 

bleedingheart26: whistles...  

kelli-: leans back against the bars  

scarlett2angel: rocks my head back smiles.humssssssss while my lower body moves with 

yours 

kelli-: pulls off your crop top and tosses it out of the cage  

D r a z:    smiles brings over an ice bucket with a bottle of Dom Perignon ... and pours a 

champagne flutes full and hands over to lucy  with a napkin and a LAB coaster  *winks 

scarlett2angel: looks into your eyes mmmm ty shakes my hair loose and dances topless 

in the cage  

kelli-: hangs from the top bar .. my ass against the verticle .. watching you dance 

Phedre: Such a lovely shade of blue Lucy *smiles*  

 

scarlett2angel: rocking my hips and feet left and right as my boobs brush against yours 

as i trap you with my knee between your legs  

kelli-: my hands move down your body.. one on each zipper on the side of your shorts .. 

tugging 

kelli-: lets go and gives you room  

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders looks at the room and lefts each leg so you can 

slip them off 

RocketManFL: whistles  

RocketManFL: sweating  

kelli-: tugs them down and lets them drop 

scarlett2angel: takes kelli hand smiles and whispers  

pvclucygirl: sips my champagne, peeking 

kelli-: stands and dances .. my hand in yours  

scarlett2angel: spins around thrusts my ass back an winks back over my shoulder at you 

kelli-: slowly turns and wiggles my ass at the bar  

D r a z: watches  the cage dances as they  dance together  

kelli-: LOL .. slips off the thong and lets it drop 

scarlett2angel: giggles  

scarlett2angel: thats the smallest thong i have ever seen 

kelli-: stands tall ... as it gets... and rips off the bandeau bra 

kelli-: I have one thats smaller I named .. patch 

scarlett2angel: dances around making the cgae swing more and crosses my wrists over 

my head so my breasts stand out more 

kelli-: hands high over my head... hips swivel as we dance nude  

scarlett2angel: spins around bumping my hips against the bars as i smile at kelli 

D r a z: smiles looking in the cage at the girls as they move together  



RocketManFL: wow such lovely forms, curves, sensual bodies 

kelli-: hands move down my body .. hips thrust  

kelli-: move infront of you  

scarlett2angel: cups my boobs sways my hips and moves around kelli so i can look into 

her eyes 

kelli-: hands on your nude hips  

kelli-: eyes locked .. licks my lips 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm slips my hands on your shoulders sways in your hands  

kelli-: move beside you facing the bar 

kelli-: pull you down to your knees with me 

scarlett2angel: smiles and lets you move me in the tight cage as we rub abd bumnp 

against each other with the music 

D r a z: winks at the girls ,,,,,,  as they rub together  

kelli-: watches you as we lean back on our knees 

scarlett2angel: kneels down smiles and rocls my hips side to side 

D r a z: slowly dims the light on the cage  

kelli-: leans way back  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back and lets my long hair brush against the cage as my 

eyes close  

kelli-: waits for Draz 

D r a z: stands at the cage door and holds out two LAB robes ,,,,,,,,,,,, winks at the girls 

,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. BRAVO ,....... such a hot dance XXX 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm ty kelli  

mylstoknowhere: moves closer as the lights dim ! hypnotized  

kelli-: takes the small robe  

RocketManFL: stands and claps, hootin n hollerin  

kelli-: helps scarlett with hers 

RocketManFL: way to go kelli n scarlett  

mylstoknowhere: stands and APPLAUDS loudly wooooooohoooooooo hawwwwttttttt !! 

pvclucygirl: applauds, very yummy 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Drz as i slip into the robe and slips my hand into kelli's 

scarlett2angel: ty dear for the dances  

D r a z: ties the belts round both girls robes and helps them out the cage  

kelli-: smiles at scarlett ..  

tigerzjill: wow :)  

  RocketManFL: Id say, lol jill  

scarlett2angel: walks out with kelli and goes to the bar i need that water now 

kelli-: sits and takes a water 

RocketManFL: no amount of water will extinguish that fire  

scarlett2angel: sits next to kelli crosses my legs and sips it nice and slow so it will last 

kelli-: it's one fire that just doesn't go out rockey 

D r a z: smiles watching  the girls sip the water ......seeing the slight glow on their faces 



scarlett2angel  and andrea_33 
andrea_33: do you wanna dance and hold my hand, tell me baby and i ll understand 

scarlett2angel: see down on my knees runs your hands threw my hair 

scarlett2angel: takes andrea's hand in mine lifts it to my lips and kisses it 

scarlett2angel: pulls her into my arms spins around and makes her dance with me  

andrea_33: tripping around the floor wth scarlett 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips grips hers rock it baby  

andrea_33: kissing her neck as we dance,,  

andrea_33: giving her a big hickey 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips kisses andrea as her hands grip my hips making me thrust 

against her 

scarlett2angel: rocks my head right and left tries not to step on her feet as she spins me 

out than back into her arms  

andrea_33: our bodies coming together , and apart ,,,, boogieng 

andrea_33: clutching her to me, whirling around the floor 

scarlett2angel: winks kisses her ear and sways with her hips staying in step with her  

andrea_33: kicks off my heels and gets with it 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm there you go 

scarlett2angel: spins around slides my hands down to your ass squeezes and lets you 

lead  

andrea_33: hips swaying to the beat 

andrea_33: mmm those hands do feel good on my ass 

scarlett2angel: my hair swinging with my hips winks as my feet move with yours as we 

move around the dance floor 

scarlett2angel: cups each cheek lifts and rocks my hips left and right  

andrea_33: taking iup the whole floor ,, mmm ooo scarlett taht does make me tingle  

scarlett2angel: nips on the nape of your soft neck rolls my hips with yours and lets the 

sexy andrea move me around  

andrea_33: pressing my body to hers ,, 

scarlett2angel: rocks my head..smiles and slides my right leg between yours as we rock 

with the beat touching in places as we dance in tighter circles 

andrea_33: breasts rubbing through the cheap chinese tops we are wearing ,,  

scarlett2angel: cups and squeezes your cheeks mmmmm like this andrea....an looks into 

your eyes  

andrea_33: ohh god yes scarlett, you do it for me so well 

andrea_33: gazinginto  your lovely eyes 

scarlett2angel: smiles down spins your around and runs my hands around your hips and 

tummy as we sway with the new song 

andrea_33: LotF lotfi was bounced from the room by: andrea_33.  

andrea_33: my hands caressing your ass, pulling you closer ,,,  

scarlett2angel: sways left and right..smiles at the room over andrea's shoulder as my 

hands cup her breasts so the top clings more to her firm breasts while the music moves 

my hips  

scarlett2angel: nibbles on her ear mmmmm thats it baby dance with me  



andrea_33: smiles ,, such a goo d dancer you are honey 

scarlett2angel: smiles rolls my hips with yours pulls you back against me so are you baby  

andrea_33: hips bumping, i spin you around , then back into my arms 

scarlett2angel: roll your hips like this moves your hips with mine and continues to 

squeeze your boobs threw the small sheer top while my tits chrush against your back  

andrea_33: feeling the hard nipples through the top,, ,, hair flying out as we spin around  

scarlett2angel: brushs your hair off your shoulder winks at the quiet men as my lips tease 

your right earlobe and my fingers roam over your frount as we dance like we have done 

this for years 

andrea_33: your fingers trace over my exposed cleavage,,, gently ,, my eyes close and i 

shiver 

scarlett2angel: moansss into andrea's ear mmmmm thats it baby rock like this...bumps 

left and right as my fingertips teases your tummy and thighs  

scarlett2angel: rocks against andrea smiles and grinds against you letting my hips and 

hands grind and tugs you with me more 

andrea_33: grinding our lower bodies together suggestively,,, my hands wandering over 

your bare back,,,, lovely silky skin 

scarlett2angel: nibbles on the nape of your neck grinds my hips with your soft ass lets my 

eyes look around the room as your body makes me moan and continues to move with you  

D r a z: winks at scarlett  

scarlett2angel: lets my whats that word Draz? 

D r a z: so hardnot to stare at that badonkadonk  

andrea_33: mmmmm love bites o n my neck,,, send shivers up my spine 

scarlett2angel: winks and shakes my badonkadomk as andrea pushs back against me 

making me want to spank her  

scarlett2angel: nips and sucks her soft neck more as we dance around letting the men 

look but not touch  

Master_joe: so english  lol 

andrea_33: mmmmm dont let me stop you scarlett,,, wiggles my butt  and smiles 

scarlett2angel: spins you around smiles drops to my knees shaking my hips and head 

looks to the side of your hip reachs around and swats your right cheek mmmm like that ? 

andrea_33: yesssssohhhh love it,, tingles , love the red color i know it has now 

scarlett2angel: stands up with a smirk on my lips dances around andrea as she stands 

still winks as my fingertips teases the curve of your back then across your ass again 

mmmmm thats it baby  

andrea_33: sighs deeply,,, quivering with pleasure,,, kissing her passionately ,,, 

scarlett2angel: moves back infront of you smiles and slips my fingertips between your 

soft tummy and your pants tugs and grinds my hips side to side as we move to the beat 

andrea_33: feeling her fingers just insidemy waistband,,,, cool and inviting 

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders letting my super small top show off more then it 

should as my fingertips tug you closer and licks your neck up to your ear  

scarlett2angel: nips and whispersssssssss this song gives me ideas  

andrea_33: moans softly,,, my hand and fingers graze over your top,,,,, mmmm me tooo 

so many ideas........... 



scarlett2angel: looks over at the d/j spins around backs up to andrea and slowly grinds 

my ass side to side as m y arms lift over my head  

andrea_33: m y hand s aound her from the back now, under her breasts ,, lips on her 

nape,,, biting gently 

scarlett2angel: letting my top slide up more as my lower body rocks side to side and 

smiles as i feel andrea touch me  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips bites my bottom lip and pushs back against andrea as her 

hands make me squirm and softly puuuuurssssssssssssssssss 

andrea_33: turns her around and kisses her deeply, swaying gently to the music ,  

scarlett2angel: smiles slips my arms around your neck rocks my hips with the music and 

slips my tongue in over yours  

andrea_33: our tongues play as we dance ,,, making my heart beat so fast 

scarlett2angel: moanssssssssss into the sweet kisssssssss squeezes your shoulders and 

grinds more against you  

andrea_33: my eyes on yours,,, arms around your neck,,, savoring the kiss so arousing 

scarlett2angel: opens m y eyes runs my fingers in your hair tugs and bites your bottom 

lip while the new beat makes me bump and grind against you more  

andrea_33: shaking my booty to the rhythm,,  

scarlett2angel: waves at Her and lets andrea move while my eyes watch her every move 

scarlett2angel: smiles and dances in place....rockin left and right as my hair tickles my 

back and butt as it sways with the beat  

D r a z: smiles watching the hair swish side to side  

scarlett2angel: winks spins around and lets my damp skin be seen more as my hips rock 

left and right while my long hair cover smy shoulders as i move around in the center of 

the room  

scarlett2angel: winks at andrea wiggles my finger at her come here  

andrea_33: laughs im sitting down you wore me out scarlett 

scarlett2angel: your not done with me 

andrea_33: ive only got 20 min left now anyway 

scarlett2angel: winks awwwwwwwwww  

D r a z: smiles and places two bottles of water on the bar 

andrea_33: your an amazing dancer scarlett 

andrea_33: and ive got two left feet  

scarlett2angel: dances over to the chair your sitting in moves behind you mmmmm 20 

minutes huh 

D r a z:  scarlett has somuch energy  

andrea_33: yes she does and so very lovely too 

D r a z:     passes scarlett  the key 

scarlett2angel: leans over runs my hands down each of your arms and kisses your neck 

20 minutes is a life time  

cassandra-oz: watches 

andrea_33: mmmm and what a fab life that can be 

scarlett2angel: winks at draz i dont need a key what i have in mind i want the room to 

see 



scarlett2angel: winks and nips on her left ear ..runs my fingertips around her hips and 

whispers naughty things to her 

andrea_33: blushes furiously 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm andrea what im gonna do to you  

andrea_33: omg 

andrea_33: smiles  

scarlett2angel: winks at Lia moves around infront of the sweet girl at my mercy now  

andrea_33: eyes widen ,,, wondering.......... 

scarlett2angel: places my hands on each od her knees pushs them apart and drops to my 

knees between her legs  

joyful lia: peeks through my sorta closed fingers  

andrea_33: runs my fingers thrugh her hair 

andrea_33: giggles 

scarlett2angel: rocks my head back letting my hair brush the floor smiles at the room and 

starts rolling side to side between andrea's knees as my hands grip her hips  

scarlett2angel: looks up winks and rubs my head against your tummy then higher as my 

hands slide up each of your arms pushing them up as my body grinds against your thighs  

andrea_33: moans ffeeling  her soft hands on my body,,,her touch so exciting 

scarlett2angel: winks no touching baby,,pushs your arms over your head as my hips and 

tits push your legs open more and pins you back in the chair 

andrea_33: lies back in the chair,,,, enjoying her attention ,,  

andrea_33: but so hard to keep my hands from her gorgeous bod 

scarlett2angel: rocks with the beat licks my lips and lets my eyes roam over your tits and 

soft lips..while i wiggle with the tune letting my hair hang down my back  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm so naughty you are...winks at draz and pushs andreas hands 

back against the wall keep them there i whisper as my lips teases her chin then her 

bottom lip 

andrea_33: your hair so thick and beautiful,,, my  hands in it ,,,,my eyes close in ecstasy 

as she kisses me , biting my bottom lip 

scarlett2angel: lowers my hands back to your hips pushs and flicks the tip of my pink 

tongue in circles on your neck and under your chin then back up the other side to nip on 

each ear 

andrea_33: shudders , you give me goosebumps all over scarlett 

andrea_33: getting me so worked up jsut when i must go 

scarlett2angel: stops sits back and shakes my head....nibbles on your top to give you 

more goosebumps as my fingertips tease you more 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm will give you something to remember  

andrea_33: mmm but makes me feel so good ,, 

D r a z: smiles ..............hugs and kisses ................ andrea ......have a great day .........see 

you soon  ...........kisssssssss 

andrea_33: ill be a wreck the rest of the day 

joyful lia: hb andrea..be safe  

scarlett2angel: winks and bites my bottom lip then yours sucking it as my lets you go for 

now 



andrea_33: always lia, thank you all ,,, kisses scarlett, huggs her close ,, bye for now  

scarlett2angel: smirks stands tugs my top back down and moves back to my seat  

Master_joe: wow 

 

scarlett2angel and Bee 

scarlett2angel: half dances between you both my hands on Bee's chest as my butt sways 

and brushs against Your groin while my head slowly rocks  

scarlett2angel: looks up into Bee's eyes as my fingertips squeeze each of his shoulders 

and sways with the new beat letting my feet slide with his around on the dance floor 

scarlett2angel: hello hd  

Bee: Fingers hold you, and guide you in elegant patterns along the dance floor. With each 

pass enjoying your hips move in those sensual ways that leave a man captivated.  

hdroadking296: watches the good lookin couple cuting the rug 

scarlett2angel: smiles and lets Bee move me around the floor ..tring not to bump into 

anything as we sway to the slow tune ...my eyes looking up into his while my body 

brushs against his while we cast shadows on the wall eachtime we move  

D r a z: smiles watching the dancing  shadows 

scarlett2angel: looks into Bee's eyes smiles and archs into his arms as the music makes 

my hips sway and rock against his while my hair covers each of my shoulders and flows 

down my back 

Bee: the patterns upon the wall flicking into each other, as you are guided to be the 

center of attention - so that those watching may admire your curves swaying in those 

seducitive ways. I am admiring you with my dark eyes.  

Bee: your hair, caressing my fingers as I brush it off your shoulders revealing your neck. I 

bite my lower lip as I realize I am imagining suckling and nibbling there to tease you.  

scarlett2angel: looks arouind the room then back into your eyes wets my bottom 

lip..while my fingertips slide in under your hair ..and moves in your arms like i have done 

this before letting my hips and shoulders sway left and right  

Bee: I smile as you wet your bottom lip. I lean down and trace your lip with gentleness 

with the touch of my own. Before continuing to guide you in the slow patterns of our 

dance.  

scarlett2angel: winks at Bee i never knew you could dance like this........ sways in your 

arms and lets the music move me  

Bee: I smile, you simply have always teased me about my stinger and nothing more. I 

chuckle softly under my breath as you are the treasure that is lead in the elegant display  

scarlett2angel: slides my fingers higher and tugs your hair tilting my head with a smile 

on my face while you guide me in and out of the shadows in the room enjoying your 

touch and the soft sweet music as it fills the room  

scarlett2angel: steps back and waves at Phedre..thanks Bee for the dances and walks to 

the bar for some water  

Bee: I stand in the dance floor and admires the feminine form tease me as she walks 

away. A grin on my face.  



D r a z:  nice dancing  you two 

scarlett2angel: ty for the music draz 

D r a z:  winks glad  yopu like the jazz for a change 

 

 

scarlett2angel: smiles at the men in the room..while i slow dance to this  

the wanderer_2: pulls scarlet closer for a dance 

D r a z: smiles back at scarlett as she sways slowly ...the light catching her hair 

scarlett2angel: slips into wanderers arms tilts my head back and moves with him 

the wanderer_2: put my arm round her waist pulls her tighter 

scarlett2angel: sways side to side..slips my hands up around your neck..and lets my hips 

move with yours as the beat gets a bit faster  

the wanderer_2: puts my hand on scarlets ass n starts to move slowly 

scarlett2angel: rocks left right right then left as my ass pushs back into your hand rocks 

my head and lets my hair swing across my butt 

the wanderer_2: puts my other hand round the back of u n grabs a handfull of her hair 

tugs gently as we get closer 

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back and to one side....groans as you yank me tight to 

you...rocks my hips and lets you guide me around on the dance floor 

the wanderer_2: do u come here often lol 

scarlett2angel: omg  

scarlett2angel: hugsss road...... looks up into wanderers eyes runs my fingers in your hair 

tugs and kisses your bottom lip  

bleedingheart26: jaw drops at scarlets body reaction.. smi;les  

the wanderer_2: smirks back at scarlet as i tug a little harder as i whisk her around the 

dance floor 

scarlett2angel: whimpersss grips your shoulders as my body moves and grinds with you 

while you move me around like i weight nothing  

scarlett2angel: winks bumps my hips more..rocks my head and tugs your ears as you try 

to keep up with my hips as they bounce and rock left and right 

the wanderer_2: hears scarlet whimper as i wrap her hair round my hand pulling her ass 

tight in to me 

scarlett2angel: smirks bites your bottom lip..rocks my hips more an spins around  

the wanderer_2: grinding around the dance floor 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips bumps back giggles and spins back around as my tummy 

bumps against yours  

the wanderer_2: running my tounge gently around her lips 

the wanderer_2: as she bites my bottom lip 

scarlett2angel: sings who do you think you are..as i move in your arms as my lower body 

rocks side to side and tosses my head back and forth 

the wanderer_2: trying to keep in time as she grind to the music on my groin 



scarlett2angel: looks back at wanderer....smiles turns to face him..slips back into his two 

strong arms and rests my head on his chest 

scarlett2angel: spins and sways with wanderer as we move around the dance floor not 

bummping into the tables as the guests chat away  

the wanderer_2: lets scarlet lead the way as she wiggles that ass 

scarlett2angel: kisses wanderer...steps back smiles thank you for the dance  

scarlett2angel: i need a drink now 

the wanderer_2: thanks for the dance scarlet 

scarlett2angel: winks dances around and shakes my hips to this song 

scarlett2angel: winks and wiggles my candy as i dance around 

the wanderer_2: watches as scarlet starts to wiggle that ass again 

the wanderer_2: sitting in my chair enjoying the view with my drambuie 

scarlett2angel: dances around squeezes my mellons winks and lets my shadow move 

with me  

scarlett2angel: skips around shaking my tush while my ponytail swings as i move around  

scarlett2angel: winks spins around and lets my hips and hair sway with the song  

the wanderer_2: gives scarlets ass a little squeeze as she dances round my chair 

scarlett2angel: giggles spins around your chair rockin my tits left and right while i bend 

over and grabs the back of your chair 

scarlett2angel: shakes my head,,rocks my ass and bounces the top of my body up and 

down  

scarlett2angel: wiggles my ass at the two men while i look into hearts eyes  

D r a z: smiles watching the pert butt wiggle  

the wanderer_2: what does hearts eyes say 

scarlett2angel: winks rolls left and right,,as my tits push against my small top almost 

letting them pop free 

scarlett2angel: giggles an rocks my ass left right and left as the men pretend not to look 

scarlett2angel: winks at heart shakes my boobs at her and rocks my head with the beat  

D r a z: smiles as I cant help but see the hot butt  

the wanderer_2: trying not to look as scarlet pushes her shoulders back  

bleedingheart26: grins.. winks.. hot as always scar.. smiles 

the wanderer_2: tits bursting to get out that top 

scarlett2angel: stands up turns around and slowly sits down on her lap as i sing to this 

letting my knees open and close  

bleedingheart26: settles my hands on her wiggling hips.. smiling impishly 

scarlett2angel: archs my back and smiles at heart ty baby as my ass moves with the 

music and lets my shoulders rock side to side as my hands squeeze my knees as they 

open and close  

the wanderer_2: turns my head smiling at both ladies 

D r a z: chuckles to myself as i watch scarlett .......tease so well 

scarlett2angel: humss and sings.... wiggles back pressing my back against hearts chest as 

my fingertips grip my thighs to tease the men in the room  

bleedingheart26: spreads my legs for her to have better access on my thighs.. and lets her grinds 

up and down my lap... 



scarlett2angel: turns my head tugs her ear and pursssss at how soft she feels as my hips 

sway between her hands and lets the music move me  

bleedingheart26: caresses her arms.. trailing my touch to her shoulder and to her silky soft bare 

back... mmmm 

scarlett2angel: smiles ..humsssss and rocks side to side with the song....looks around the 

room and kisses her right cheek 

D r a z: smiles watching hearts  cheek redden  some under the kisses  ........  

bleedingheart26: my hands now wanders at her thighs.. lightly raking my nails into her skin as she 

moans with anticipation.. 

scarlett2angel: mmmm stands turns and leans over so the men can't see me winks at 

heart and gives her a wet kiss ty for the dance  
scarlett2angel: takes my drink an slips back into the d/j booth 

 

scarlett2angel: spins around my arms over my head as i dance like the song says  

scarlett2angel: smiles spins around letting my tied hair swing side to side as i move 

between you both  

scarlett2angel: winks at draz spins around and smiles at bull while my body rocks side to 

side  

blk_bull3000: smiles back at scarlett, eyes running along her curves  

D r a z: winks at scarlett as she spins ........ herbody in tune with the rythmns 

scarlett2angel: places my hands on your shoulders..rolls my hips and lets the music rock 

my feet  

scarlett2angel: jumps up and down giggles as my boobs bounce in my top and looks back 

over my shoulder at Draz  

D r a z: watches scarlett as she dances   winking as she turns to look back 

scarlett2angel: kicks my shoes off spins around,,smiles  

blk_bull3000: grins as i watch scarlett's tits bounce....  

blk_bull3000: watching her letting it loose and having fun  

scarlett2angel: letting bull get a good look at my tush as i sways and bounces in my tight 

shorts  

blk_bull3000: nice.....hands sliding down to hide a protrusion in my pants...lol  

D r a z: smiles as  scarlett's body moves eroticaly  

scarlett2angel: winks at draz waves my fingers at him while i strt to breath heavy from 

all the jummping  

D r a z: watches the panting breast as it moves in the top 

scarlett2angel: plops down into a chair ..smiles and rocks my head letting my ponytail 

smack the back of the chair while i smile at you both 

blk_bull3000: smiles.....can i get you some water scarlett?  

scarlett2angel: downs a large glass of ice cold water tosses my head back mmmmmm 

thats what i needed 

blk_bull3000: grins...thought so....  

D r a z: smiles back at scarlett  .............. watches the  water do its work 



scarlett2angel: take a peice of ice smiles and places it between my tits as my lower body 

moves to this tune  

blk_bull3000: watches the ice melt between your tits....  

scarlett2angel: winks shimmys my shoulders as the ice slides down making a wet trail 

then vanishes  

scarlett2angel: ohhhhh myyyyyyyy that feels cold  

blk_bull3000: that vanished quickly.....must be the heat in here  

blk_bull3000: laughs  

scarlett2angel: rocks my head back bites my bottom lip and adds another ice peice  

D r a z: imagines the trai of the ice cube and smiles 

scarlett2angel: rubs it in circles then lets it slip between my boobs groans and lets go as 

it makes me squirm more 

blk_bull3000: shifts uncomfortably as i watch scarlett ....that one does not have a chance either  

scarlett2angel: mmmm now i see why webster gets a whole bucket  

D r a z: can almost see  the ice melt and steam  

scarlett2angel: winks licks my lips and wiggles as the ice melts and makes my skin tingle 

blk_bull3000: lol....it wont reach the warmest spot...ever....  

scarlett2angel: dances around you both bumps my hips and ass against draz then bull as 

the ice did it's job on each of my nipples making them super hard  

blk_bull3000: feeling scarlett's bump on my shoulder....licks my dry lips as i watch her nips hard 

against her top...  

scarlett2angel: spins wiggles my ass...as i move around the empty floor....and winks at 

each of you  

D r a z: smiles watching scarletts  aroused body as she moves around the floor 

blk_bull3000: grins..what a luscious lil ass that is  

scarlett2angel: smiles at you both spins around taking each of your hands and sways as i 

hold both your hands letting my hips and tits sway with the beat 

blk_bull3000: feels scarlett's soft grip on my hand  

D r a z: smiles watching  scarletts breast abnd squeezing her hand ....... winks thanks for  

the great entertainment   

scarlett2angel: spins around under your hands smiles ty  

blk_bull3000: eyes taking in her nips peeking against her top  

blk_bull3000: ty scarlett  

scarlett2angel: bends down smiles and lets go of both your hands and winks 

scarlett2angel: yw bull  

scarlett2angel: behave while im gone  

D r a z:  smiles and looks at scarlett ....    enjoy  yourfood ........ 

D r a z: see  you later ..........  

blk_bull3000: see you later scarlett 

 

 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Ivan and wiggles back against Draz... 



D r a z: smiles feeling the wiggler 

scarlett2angel: plays with the buttons on Ivan's shirt as the music moves me 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I hope you can get a distinctive melody from them, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: waves over Ivans shoulder at surf while i sway with the music 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm sure it's just an artistic impression, Draz. 

scarlett2angel: turns to face draz smiles and lets Ivan feel me push back as the beat 

changes..rocks my hips and runs my fingers in draz's hair  

scarlett2angel: hello roadking 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Fell the contours of Scarlett's body brush against me.  That's a very 

pleasurable sensation. 

scarlett2angel: smiles rocks my hips in Ivan's hands,,while my fingers tug Draz's hair as i 

dance between them  

D r a z:  smiles as  I feel the scarlett rythmn 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Moving to Scarlett's rhythm appreciating the music. 

scarlett2angel: winks pushs back against Ivan as my body rocks left and right,,tugs 

draz's hair and brushs my tits to his chest 

surfking_24: am just enjoying a sexy dance going on 

scarlett2angel: stops dancing looks at D..steps back and dances around behind Ivan  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm enjoying it too! 

D r a z: smiles at  scarlett as i feel her soft mounds hit my  hardchest  

scarlett2angel: winks at surf swats Ivans butt as i move around swaying my hips  

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's a lovely way to end an afternoon, Surf. 

scarlett2angel: smiles at lia as i move back between D and Ivan rocking my head side to 

side  

surfking_24: amen to that ivan, agrees 

scarlett2angel: runs my fingers down Ivan's chest as my ass bumps against Draz's 

tummy 

D r a z: looks down to see the hot butt bump into me    

scarlett2angel: winks an unbuttons 2 buttons on his shirt as my hips move with the new 

song..letting my hair tickle the small of my back  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Just sitting back and appreciating every moment. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Thinking how many buttons are there. 

scarlett2angel: smiles up at Ivan runs my fingers under his shirt skin to skin ....and looks 

into his eyes  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gazes back into Scarlett's beautiful eyes.  Feeling their hypnotic effect. 

scarlett2angel: rocks right then left with the new beat...letting Draz see my butt under 

my short skirt as it sways and winks an kisses Ivan's chest  

D r a z: smiles watching the little skirt lift  to show the sweet swell of her butt 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Slips my hands around Scarlett and draws her closer just to relish the 

moment. 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips ..nips on the strong chest..while the beat speeds up..rocking 

my lower body left and right making my top and skirt show more of my tanned skin 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Every glimpse of Scarlett is a vision.  It's intoxicating. 

scarlett2angel: smiles up at Ivan ..rolls my ass in circles as Draz's eyes follow it..... 



Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back at Scarlett's angelic face. 

scarlett2angel: kisses and nibbles to tease Ivan as my soft ass rocks and pushs back 

against D to see if i can make his music skip 

D r a z: watches  the hot butt circling  round and round  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Feel Scarlett so close and sense her hair as she brushes against me. 

scarlett2angel: shakes my head leaving wet trails on Ivans skin with the tip of my 

tongue.....letting my breasts open my top more with my hips rockin side to side  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Place my hands behind Scarlet and gently run the tips of my fingers 

along her back. 

scarlett2angel: looks up at Ivan...winks as i stand and slowly turn to face Draz letting 

him look down my top at my firm breasts while Ivan gets to feel my but rub abd grind 

with the music 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Inch forward on my stool just to relish the feel of Scarlett. 

D r a z: smiles as i see the beauty of the swell of breast ..... winks  

scarlett2angel: rocks up and back ....as my small hands slide up Draz's strong chest up to 

his shoudlers and into his hair as my hips and boobs sway with the beat  

joyful lia: seeing scarlett use her toned body  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Doesn't she use it exceptionally well, Lia. 

joyful lia: mmm she does  

D r a z: grins to feel the small hands on my big chest ,,,,,,,,,,,, admiring the swell of the 

breats and the  light in her hair 

surfking_24: mmm i'll 3rd that, indeed 

scarlett2angel: looks back over mny shoulder smiles an tugs draz's shirt out of his 

pants..grinds my ass back against Ivan and rakes my fingernails on Draz's tummy  

D r a z: smiles feeling  the scratch ..eyes firm on scarletts 

joyful lia: snuggles in feeling you..laying my hand to you to  

scarlett2angel: wiggles my butt..rakes my sharp nails on draz's chest and tugs on his belt 

as i tease Ivan more  

D r a z: smiles and holds onto my belt buckle looking at scarlett 

surfking_24: runs my fingers down your side, to your sweet ass 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Slip my hands round Scarlett and draw her towards me so that I can 

relish the feel of her lovely young body. 

scarlett2angel: giggles kisses my way up to your bottom lip tugs it with my teeth and 

grinds back in circles to make sure Ivan is ok 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm just fine thaks, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: licks my lips an smiles up at D ..rolls my hips and kisses draz on his lips as 

Ivans hands hold my hips keeping me tight against him  

D r a z: kisses scarlett softly  my eyes on hers 

surfking_24: breathes in heavy, oh goodness, laughing 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Holds Scarlett tight and wriggles to make us more comfortable. 

scarlett2angel: moans as my hips move right and left..looks into Draz's eyes and 

whispers into his ear as my body moves with the music and between Ivans hands  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Slides my hands across Scarlett's hips and gently brush the tops of her 

thighs. 



D r a z:  smiles on scarlett's lips feeling the soft brush of her against me  

scarlett2angel: turns wraps my arms around both Ivan and Draz smiles kisses each of 

their cheeks thank you both for the dance 

Ivan_Skavinsky: That was lovely, Scarlet, and many thanks to you too. 

bleedingheart26: kisses scarlet's cheek too.. hello  

scarlett2angel: catches my breath and gets a drink of water 

D r a z: winks at scarlett  as feel her arm round me and the soft kiss on the cheek 

.............thank you scarlett ......such a hot dance 

scarlett2angel: winks at D your welcome 

 

 

scarlett2angel: rocks and sways my hips as my ass shines the bar  

scarlett2angel: lets my hair down shimmys my shoulders and winks at Lia while my ass 

moves on the bar making it shine even more 

scarlett2angel: spins around grabs the bar and rocks my hips left and right looking into 

the bars mirror while my top moves with my shoulders and smiles at the room  

D r a z: winks at  scarlett 

scarlett2angel: my hair falls down around my shoulders and covers my ass ...shakes my 

head and rocks my hips back and forth  

D r a z:  watches scarlett as she    loosens up  

scarlett2angel: sneaks a peice of ice rocks my hips side to side and pushs up against the 

hard wood ...winks and wets my lips with the ice as i let it slide down my neck and 

between my breasts ..arching my back as my hips sway with the beat 

jll101: mmmmm 

scarlett2angel: licks my lips drops the ice and closes my eeys as the ice does its job  

D r a z: smiles watching the trickle of melt 

mylstoknowhere: hands scarlett another piece of ice that one melted into her hotness 

wayyyyyyyy to fast .... 

andrea_33: scarlett puts on such an erotic performance 

scarlett2angel: making me squirm and grind against the bar ...gripping it with both hands 

and bites my bottom lip as the song ends 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm  

jll101: watches scarlett and andrea 

joyful lia: she sure does 

scarlett2angel: steps back opens my eyes and runs the tip of my tongue over and across 

each of my pink lips  

mylstoknowhere: oooh grrrrrrr 

D r a z: smiles as the little pink tongue moistens the lips 

scarlett2angel: smiles at lia turns around as the room gets to see what the ice did and 

pushs off the bar wlaks over to my ..smiles leans over and smirks as i kiss his nose and 

lets him look down my small top 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssssssss 



mylstoknowhere: while staring down into that cleaveage licking my lips 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my ass with the beat of this song..an squeezes each of myls 

shoulders so he wont move  

mylstoknowhere: looks you directly in the eyes ....grinning while you hold me still 

scarlett2angel: drops my head to his groin shakes my head and covers his lap with my 

long hair as i sway back and forth to this new song  

mylstoknowhere: looking down and growling to myself as i cant move in her grip 

scarlett2angel: nips and teases his jeans ..shaking my ass nice and slow left and right 

..looks up smiles and runs the tip of my tongue up your shirt on each button as my lower 

body moves and brushs my breasts against your chest  

scarlett2angel: looks into your eyes turns and smiles at the room then back to myls i lick 

my lips again and tugs on his bottom lip my tits inches from his chin as i rock side to side 

and run my fingers through his hair 

mylstoknowhere: looking down into ur sweet devilish eyes as you look up ... feeling ur 

nipple drag along my chest as i take a super deep breath !! 

mylstoknowhere: slides my tongue on ur upper lip as u tug my lip 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm welcome back ..flicks my tongue across your lips stands up 

and pulls your hair so you have to look up at me winks and kisses your forehead before 

turning around and skips back to my seat at the bar 

D r a z: laffssssssssss.......and stands ato applaud  scarlett  

mylstoknowhere: wiggles my arms as i try to break loose from her grip ooooooh to grab 

those wiggling cheeks!! 

joyful lia: yeaaaaa scarlett 

mylstoknowhere: smylsssssss as she skips away  

D r a z:  bravo  you two  ,,,,,,,,,,,,great entertainment 

mylstoknowhere: weeeeeeeeee woohooooooo helloooo & good morning donna 

andrea_33: wow super performance 

 

 

scarlett2angel: James can you do this???? cups my breasts ..looks around the room and 

flcks the tip of my tongue........ like that? 

James40plus3: lol um i don't quite think so 

dirtyrpgirl: maybe she was offering you HER breats james? 

scarlett2angel: winks so you havent replaced me yet lol 

James40plus3: ohhhhhhh that i didn't think of dirty haha 

dirtyrpgirl: more than one way to skin a cat ya know !!! 

Phedre: hummm ponders what scarlett is doing.. and nods*  

James40plus3: mmmmmm breasts 

James40plus3: licks lips 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Phedre and dances around infront of the booth squeezes my tits 

to show Her what i am doing  

scarlett2angel: licks my bottom lip as my hips sway left and right ....mmmmmmmmm im 

sure you can  



James40plus3: watches from the shadows 

scarlett2angel: slowly turns around winks at Lia and lets my hips thrust side to side nice 

and slow as my long hair hangs down my back as i cup my breasts to keep my top from 

showing off to much as i move in small circles  

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back closes my eyes and lets my lower body rock and 

thrust with the new beat..letting my short skirt slide up and down my creamy thighs 

showing off my light blue panties an stands still letting the slow beat move my hips left 

and right  

James40plus3: ...dies in the corner of a massive coronary... 

Phedre: *laughs softly* and admires Scarletts sexy thong. 

scarlett2angel: spins around in a small circle..runs my fingertips down my tummy and 

unties my top an lets it fall open showing my bare chest and walks up onto the stage so 

not to break any rules  

scarlett2angel: winks at the Boss as dance up the stage letting my small black top fall to 

the floor as i move to the end turns and smiles at the room let5ting the lights show off 

my damp skin  

James40plus3: admires scarlett on the stage 

D r a z:  smiles at scarlett  as she moves to the stage .........mmmm sexy  

Phedre: *adjusts the lighting from my computer in the lounger. *  

scarlett2angel: drops to my knees waving my hands over my head and shimmys my 

shoulders so my long hair covers my breasts and shoulders letting my hips sway with the 

beat of this song 

Phedre: letting the small Star like lights flutter lightly around Scarlett.*  

James40plus3: nice touch Phedre 

joyful lia: takes the lighs swirling them quickly  

D r a z: watches scarlett as she rythmn ripples through her 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooooohooooooooo lover !!!!!!!!!!!!!....looking so HOT up there 

!!!!..........smiles 

scarlett2angel: closes  my eeys for a sec as my hips rock with the slow music and bites 

my tongue ...looks out over the room..smiles and drops onto m y hands..slowly crawls up 

the stage letting my hair hang down around my face as my tits sway with each 

movement i make  

D r a z: smiles at the predatory scarlett as she moves on the stage  

Gabriela92: tracks Scarlett silently with smoldering, hungry eyes 

scarlett2angel: drops to my elbows at the end of the stage winks and looks from one face 

to the next as my hips sway and rock my body with the music  

dirtyrpgirl: winks back to the sexy dancer 

Phedre: *smiles at lia and takes back the controller.. adding one bright blazing blue light 

to the mingle of stars around Scarlett.  

D r a z: smiles  up at scarlett as she moves around   

James40plus3: i thought it was just me moving in and out of consciousness dirty 

scarlett2angel: sits up as my hair falls down showing off the curves of my wet breasts 

waves at the two woman in the recliner and rolls onto my ass kicking my feet up as i lay 

back onto my hands leting more of my body be seen  



James40plus3: goes to take a sip of his beer and spills it all over himself watching 

scarlett 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head back brushing the floor with my long blonde hair an rocks 

my shoulders left and right so the men can see me better under the lights  

James40plus3: loves how the light glimers of scarletts naked breasts 

mylstoknowhere: sees much better now ..... 

scarlett2angel: sits up licks my bottom lip and gets back onto my knees again rocking the 

top half of my body side to side and waves my arms over my head so my hair shows off 

more  

dirtyrpgirl: damn i love it when you get on all fours lover 

!!!!....mmmmmmmmmmmmMMMMMMMMMMMMMmm 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssssssssss nothing like a girl licking her lips while on her kneesss 

dirtyrpgirl: i know thats right myls !!!! 

mylstoknowhere: smylssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: well except for maybe licking sumpin else? 

!!!...woooooooooooohooooooooooooo 

James40plus3: can think of one other thing a girl licking while on her knees that would 

be pretty good 

scarlett2angel: winks crosses my wrists over my head an lets the music thrust my hips up 

and back while my head makes my hair sway back and forth more so no one gets the 

same look  

D r a z:  smiles looking at scarlett .......... as she moves fromone to the otheer 

bleedingheart26: crosses my legs.. grins* 

joyful lia: swirles the controller..grins making it look like a disco in here 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohooooo sissssssssssssssy !!! 

joyful lia: rock on sissy..get ya groove on 

D r a z: watches scarlett in the shimmering lights 

joyful lia: changes the setting ...lazer light show,lol 

scarlett2angel: slips back onto my ass..smiles and rocks my head jumps up and does a 

back flip sending my hair everywhere letting the whole room get a good look at my half 

naked body as i move from the front of the stage to the back against the mirror 

mylstoknowhere: blinkin on & off 

mylstoknowhere: watchin the dancer mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

scarlett2angel: dances against the mirror pressing my tits hard as my lower body rocks 

making my hair swing and show off my ass  

James40plus3: goes back to watching scarletts fine ass 

D r a z: smiles as I watch the delightful scarlett   dabec against the mirror 

scarlett2angel: smh as i look at dirty while i kiss and dance against the mirror more 

letting my body grinds and sways my hips with the music  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmm them mirrors !!!!!........just smiles 

mylstoknowhere: looks into the mirror and ckecks out ur front ....grinning 

scarlett2angel: spins around..crosses my arms and walks off the end of the stage  

James40plus3: applaudes scarlett and her fine show 

scarlett2angel: winks at Phedre as i move back to my seat  



Phedre: *huggles Scarlett.. * thank you for the dance honey 

mylstoknowhere: wooohoooooo scarlettt applauds loudly !!! 

bleedingheart26: always a good show scarlett.. smiles* 

James40plus3: wipes his face with a cool cloth 

bleedingheart26: wb bee.. hugss 

James40plus3: returns scarlet's top back for her 

scarlett2angel: ty James  

Phedre: You're welcome Draz 

D r a z:  looks over to scarlett ................thanks for the dance.......kisses that was very sex 


